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ABSTRACT 

    

 
 
 

Lyrics of the newly emerged underground music provide us with a first hand account of 

youth life in the Islamic Republic; a lifestyle that shocks those who have not lived in 

contemporary Iran and a rhetoric that challenges what the international community 

believes.  From singing about their nightlife and relationships to socio-economical and 

political issues, Iranian artists are using their music as a vehicle of self expression and 

resistance.  Examination of the genres and lyrical content of both authorized and 

underground music in Iran shows that the Islamic government’s policies and restrictions 

on music has not limited or prevented the growth of music.  Musicians have been obliged 

to create Iranian music different from the pre-revolutionary music is terms of rhythm and 

content, resulting in the growth of Iranian music and emergence of different genres and  

lyrical content unique to post-revolution Islamic Iran.   
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CHAPTER I – INTRODUCTION 
    

 و ���   � دورا
 زه� و ��رت"�� 
 ��ر
 را� 
� ه���ان  �از در�� ��وره� �ا�"'�ب %$ ��ر�#...  و�!ان  �� � � وزش ��د   

 
“In the dilemma of constraints and tradition, between piety and power  
Hanging from trees of beliefs while the situations change with the wind… we swing”1 

 
 

Since the 1979 Islamic revolution in Iran, many aspects of Iranian society have 

been brought under the control of the government.  These restrictions have brought about 

change in the public sphere and have forced the “outlawed activities” into the private 

(behind closed doors), widening the gap between the two spheres.  Therefore, the private 

sphere in Iran has grown to include a former public sphere which includes that which is 

now forbidden by the Islamic government; i.e. mixed gendered parties and gatherings, 

western music and film, and avant-garde art, cinema and music.  In his book, Young and 

Defiant in Tehran, Shahram Khosravi addresses this issue and states: “The most 

conspicuous aspect of social life in post-revolutionary Iran is certainly its cultural duality 

between life in private and in public.” 2  This duality within the society often hinders 

researchers without social connections from obtaining a complete picture of life in Iran.  

In order to understand modern Iran one has to look beyond the visible public sphere and 

delve into the private.  The work presented in this thesis strives to show a different view 

of modern Iran focusing on the post-revolutionary state of music in public and private 

spheres through an analysis of contemporary music genres and their lyrical content.   

                                                 
1 Sohrab Mohebbi. “Shahr-e Laghzan”. Khal Punk. 2008.  
2 Shahram Khosravi. Young and Defiant in Tehran. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2008. 
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The study shows that the lyrical content of contemporary music in Iran gives a 

unique insight into both private and public spheres.  The development of the genres and 

content of authorized music show the changes in the public sphere since the revolution 

while lyrics of the newly emerged underground music provide us with a first hand 

account of youth life in the Islamic Republic; a lifestyle that shocks those who have not 

lived in contemporary Iran and a rhetoric that challenges what the international 

community believes.  It breaks the traditional image of static society promoted by the 

Islamic government and broadcasted by the media and opens a window into the lives and 

problems of a young nation.   

My interest in the present work started when introduced to underground Persian 

rap by my brother.  It was not the existence of underground music but the provocative rap 

lyrics and his enthusiastic reaction to it as a teenager living in contemporary Iran that 

sparked my initial interest.  Growing up in Iran, I witnessed the different genres of 

government approved and distributed music while my friends played music in the privacy 

of their homes and recorded demos for friends and family.  These young musicians 

played in cover bands, often playing popular songs of Western bands like Pink Floyd and 

Metallica or played their original music in the same styles or sometimes sang parodies 

aboout their daily lives.  The lyrics of the rap song that my brother played for me were 

similar to the latter.  The underground music scene had grown in terms of quality and 

pervasiveness while still containing a narrative of the youth’s lives.  The lyrical content 

of these songs made me realize that they could be used to get an insight into the lives of 

contemporary young Iranians.       
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 I started asking friends and family about underground music, gathering it from 

friends, websites, and documentaries and adding to my existing archive of music.  

Friends sent MP3 CDs containing over thirty tracks of Persian music available in Iran.  

They included Los Angeles based Persian music, authorized and underground Iranian 

music with limited information on song titles and artist names.  In gathering these 

primary sources I relied mainly on the internet.  Underground artists use the internet as 

means for distribution and recognition through their websites and therefore in researching 

about underground music, websites serve as a means of obtaining music and the only 

venue through which, if checked regularly, news about new music releases can be 

acquired.  Online music banks like bia2.com, bia2rap.com, and rap98.com offer 

downloadable archives of underground music with title and artist names free of charge.  

Additionally, they occasionally provide information on the inspiration or content of 

newly released music featured on the website.   

Throughout the course of research I met some of the artists and was able to 

conduct a number of interviews with the artists and bands such as 127, Hypernova, 

Hichkas, Yas, and Tarantist, and individuals like Mark LeVine and Nassir Mashkouri 

who were researching the emerging underground music scene.  Speaking directly to the 

artists helped understanding their social background and message providing a personal 

account of being an underground musician in Iran.  Numerous journalistic interviews 

with underground musicians were also available through news agencies and websites.  

Behzad Bolour, part of BBC Persian’s ‘seventhday’ project, was among the first to 

conduct a series of interviews with underground artists including Zed Bazi, Yas, and 
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Kiosk. Zirzamine.se, a website based in Sweden, also features several interviews.  These 

interviews introduced me to the otherwise inaccessible musicians, genres, and the lyrical 

content of their songs.  In addition to these personal interviews and print sources, a series 

of documentaries on Iranian bands and artists like Saman Salour’s Ārāmish bā Dyāzipām-

i 10 on the life and works of Mohsen Namjoo, Reza Heri’s 127 an Iranian Rock Band, 

and Sarv Ghazanfar’s forthcoming documentary on Hypernova provided information on 

the bands and their music.   

Similarly, documentaries on youth culture and underground music provided 

interviews with artists and individuals involved in this field.  Amir Hamz’ Sound of 

Silence captures a complete image of underground music in Iran.  In addition to video 

clips and recorded performances of artists, it provides interviews with journalists, studio 

owners, and musicians showing the meaning of being an underground musician in Iran 

and the government’s role.  While Sounds of Silence paints an overall picture of the state 

of underground music, Mojtaba Mirtahmasb focuses on different aspects through three 

short documentaries: Sāz-i Mokhālif  on underground rock music, Off Beat on 

underground music and public performance with a focus on Tehranavenue’s first 

‘Underground Music Competition’; and Back Vocal on the issue of female vocalists in 

Iran.  These documentaries each offer a more in-depth look at the issues that underground 

musicians face in Iran through interviews with involved musicians and individuals.   

 The websites that I used to gather music and interviews also function as cyber 

domains in which news and articles on underground music are published.  The Zirzamin 

online magazine defines itself as a stage and a forum, “the juncture where the public can 
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hear and see our new youth popular culture” and “an intersection where musicians may 

present their new material for review by other musicians as well as the public”3.  

Tehranavenue.com’s online underground/alternative music competition and festivals 

since 2002 have similarly provided a venue through which underground artists obtain 

recognition and feedback from the audience.  The first competition’s aim, according to 

Hesam Garshasbi, one of the organizers of the event, was to:  

Introduce new talents and non-official musical currents, the centralization of 
scattered efforts to encourage synergy between various bands … preventing our 
young talents from being ignored and their introduction to proper channels. We 
also wanted to open the discussion of the place of rock music, as a popular form, 
in Iran.4 
 

Tehranavenue’s annual online music festivals that followed the Underground Music 

Competition (UMC) included other underground genres in addition to rock.  7sang is 

another online magazine concerned with Iranian arts, literature and society.  It has 

published three special issues on underground music in Iran based on genre: pop5, rock6, 

and rap7.  In each issue, articles on the music genre at hand, interviews, sample music and 

lyrics are provided in addition to links to similar works on other websites.  Together these 

three websites paint a comprehensive picture of underground music in Iran based on 

genre.   

 The articles featured on these websites introduce and define underground music 

and name the existing genres and musicians in the Iranian underground music sphere,  

adding to the literature on state of music in contemporary Iran.  These articles serve as 

                                                 
3 www.zirzamin.se  
4 Noushin 2005.  
5 http://www.7sang.com/closeup/underground-music/pop/ 
6 http://www.7sang.com/closeup/underground-music/rock/ 
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introductions and short studies of different aspects of underground music.  A number of 

works focus on genres and the artists in each category.  Nassir Mashkouri’s articles, 

“Adabiyāt-i Tarāni Sarāī-i Rock, Onsorī Ghāyib Dar Farhang-i Musīqī-i Rock-i Fārsī-i 

Iran” (Literature of Rock Lyrics, an Absent Element in Iranian Persian Rock Music) and 

“Jonbish-i Novīn-i Musīqī-i Mardomī-i Iran” (The New Popular Music Movement in 

Iran) address the growth of rock genre and present the first categorization of rock 

musicians based on their choices in style and language.  Although the majority of his 

research focuses on the rock genre, with the growth of underground Persian rap in more 

recent years, he has conducted a number of interviews with rap artists and published 

“Persian Hip-Hop Nation”, providing the first categorization of Iranian rap artists.  His 

works were among the few that offered a chronological account of the developments in 

underground music in terms of genres and musicians yet the content of this underground 

music were not the basis of his analysis and categorization.   

A different approach is taken by Mowlavi and Nooshin.  Their articles offer a 

more comprehensive account of rap and rock music in Iran and create the basis of this 

research.  Mowlaei’s “Tabaqi Bandī-i Mafāhīm-i Mūsīqī-i Rap-i Fārsī” (Categorizing 

Contents of Persian Rap)8 is noteworthy and critical to this research.  He presents the first 

academic research and categorization of rap music based on its lyrical content.  

Mowlaei’s categories and a simplified chart based on his categories is drawn and used in 

this research (see chapter three).  Similarly Laudan Nooshin’s “Underground, 

                                                                                                                                                 
7 http://www.7sang.com/closeup/underground-music/rap/ 
8 Mohamad Mehdi Mowlaei. “Tabaqi Bandī-i Mafāhīm-i Mūsīqī-i Rap-i Fārsī”. 7Sang. Special Issue: 
Underground Music Part 3: Rap. 31 January 2008. Accessed Date 22 March 2008.   
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Overground: Rock Music and Youth Discourse in Iran”9 focuses on lyrical content of 

rock musiv.  It is the first academic research on underground rock music in Iran providing 

a short description of the development of underground music and the obstacles it faces in 

Iranian society.  Unlike Mashkouri and Mowlaei she does not provide a categorization of 

rock music and only includes a few bands in her research.  Nooshin sees rock as an 

alternative space for youth experience, a domain which the youth uses to make their 

concerns heard.  The present research, similar to Nooshin’s, takes the content of 

underground music as a form of expression and a source of information on issues 

concerning Iranian youth.     

Studying music as a form of expression is not particular to Iran.  The article “Rai, 

Rap, and Ramadan Nights: Franco-Maghribi Cultural Identities”10 by Gross, McMurray 

and Swedenburg studies the development of rai music among the Maghribis living in 

France and their mixture of musical styles.  In this article, the authors introduce a number 

of Arab artists who have combined Western musical elements with Arabic language or 

rhythms such as Maghribi drumbeats in their music and have hence generated a new form 

of self-expression through art that represents their identities.  Analysis of music genres in 

Iranian music and especially underground music, shows similar fusions between East and 

West, whether through usage of Persian language lyrics with Western genres of music or 

combinations of Eastern and Western musical rhythms.  The article also examines one of 

Cheb Khaled’s songs “El Harba Wayn” (To flee but where?) as an example of song of 

                                                 
9 Laudan Nooshin. (2005). "Underground, Overground: Rock music and youth Discourses in Iran." Iranian 
Studies 38(3): 22. 
10 Joan Gross, David McMurray, Ted Swedenburg. "Rai, Rap, Ramadan Nights: Franco-Maghribi Cultural 
Identities." Middle East Report, no. 178 (1992): 11-16+24. 
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resistance.  The lyrics are a criticism of society and are similar to the content of some of 

the underground music in Iran such as Hichkas’ “Ekhtelaf” (Difference) in which he 

criticizes the social hardship in the Iranian society.  A similar work on rap in the Middle 

East is Channels of Rage11, a documentary on how rap is used in the Arab-Israeli conflict 

through the works of Palestinian rap group DAM and Israeli rap artist Subliminal.  These 

studies help set the trend in lyrical content studies and can be applied to music in Iran, 

especially to the growing rap music.   

Comparable to these is Acting in Concerts: Music, Community, and Political 

Action by Mattern.  He sees music as a form of communication which helps create a 

shared identity.  In Persian underground music, as shown in the fourth chapter of this 

thesis, a nationalist theme is developing that aims to create a shared national identity and 

the lyrics of this music can provide the basis for future studies on contemporary Iranian 

national identity.  Eyerman and Jamison’s Music and Social Movements likewise studies 

the formation of shared group identities though music and focus on the interrelations 

between social movements and music in the United States.  The research further 

illustrates that the politics in the 1960s in America affected the content of music 

paralleling the effect of lyrical content of Iranian music.  However, in this case the 

authors found an interrelation between the popular culture and the politics in shaping 

each other, while in case of Iran, a research on the interconnections of music and society 

and the possible effects of lyrical content on cultural and social change is yet to be 

conducted. Complementary to studies on how music is affected by its surrounding socio-

                                                 
11 Anat Halachmi. "Channels of Rage." 72min. Israel: Ruth Diskin Films, 2003. 
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political events are those that examine how music and media are used to create or 

influence social movements.  In his book, Sounds of Social Change: Studies in Popular 

Culture, Denisoff discusses the different relationships of music and society in different 

themes; he studies different social groups and music that identify with such groups as 

white workers to country music, and the use of music by social movement parties in 

creating a shared identity to further their goals, similar to how Philip Bohlman showed 

the use of nationalist music in Europe in The Music of European Nationalism: Cultural 

Identity and Modern History12.   

Popular culture has also been studied through different media formats.  

Armbrust’s Mass Culture and Modernism in Egypt13 examines the changing popular 

culture in Egypt through the study of the Egyptian media.  He believes that popular 

culture plays an important role in the lives of Egyptians, yet there is an absence in the 

study of mass culture in Western academia.  His belief that “popular culture, properly 

contextualized, reveals much about the state of contemporary Egypt”, is inline with this 

research.  Lila Abu-Lughod’s Dramas of Nationhood: The politics of Television in Egypt 

is an analogous study of media through which she uncovers discourse of Egyptian 

nationalism and identity.  Iranian television series during the month of Ramadan have 

gained popularity and a similar study on Iran is lacking in academia.     

This research intends to show the diversity in Iranian music in both public and 

private spheres and add to the existing journalistic and academic research by examining 

                                                 
12 Philip V Bohlman. The Music of European Nationalism: Cultural Identity and Modern History, Abc-Clio 
World Music Series. Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO 2004. 
13 Walter Armbrust. Mass Culture Ad Modernism in Egypt. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996. 
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the authorized and underground music in Iran in terms of genre and content.  This study 

is based on the information presented by the existing published works on music in Iran in 

addition to personal interviews with young Iranians, the musicians, and the researchers in 

this field.  It is also the result of a survey of 684 songs from 105 contemporary and up-

and-coming artists in Iran, some of which have been transcribed and translated for 

detailed analysis.   

The second chapter sets the background for the analysis.  After presenting a 

concise historical background on Iran and the state of music since 1979, it explores 

various types of public and private performances and the Ministry of Culture and Islamic 

Guidance (Ershad)’s policies and steps for organizing a public performance.  Due to the 

limitations on performances in Iranian society, many artists reach their audiences through 

recorded videos distributed through the internet; therefore internet and satellite are 

proposed to serve as public domains and are used as a stage on which Iranian musicians 

achieve recognition. Additionally, the chapter looks at various music genres found in Iran 

and the leading bands in those genres.      

The third chapter explores the genres in authorized music and categorizes this 

music based on lyrical content.  It discusses the state and development of authorized 

music genres since 1979 and the role of Ershad.  Ershad’s policies on music in the public 

sphere have led to the production of Iranian music that, in terms of style and genre, 

lacked Western elements until the emergence of the Euro-pop music. In terms of lyrical 

content contemporary pop music breaks through to former banned subjects such as earthy 

love and lust.  Few musicians, most prominently Shahkar Binesh-Pajouh, have written 
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songs on social issues in modern Iranian society.  It is the first time since the revolution 

that popular music is being used as a form of critique and resistance to social and political 

conflicts by the people.   

The fourth chapter accounts for the emergence and growth of the underground 

music phenomenon.  Existing genres of underground music are presented and 

categorized, using the same content model used in the second chapter.  Genre and lyrical 

analysis show that the Ershad’s censorship in the public sphere has not eliminated or 

slowed the growth of alternative Iranian music; it has instead forced it under ground.  

Underground artists use the censored genres of pop, rock, and rap to sing about religion, 

socio-political concerns, and socially taboos like sex and drugs.   

While the authorized music is limited in genre and content, underground music is 

a domain in which the young musicians express themselves and break social taboos.  

These musicians sing about their relationships, national identity, and socio-economical 

problems and distribute their music despite the restrictions.  The classification of music 

based on content in the case of Iran’s music can be used towards understanding 

contemporary Iran.  Lyrical analysis gives an insight into the lifestyle of a generation that 

is dominating modern Iranian society.  Iranian underground music is seen as a youth 

social movement because of its content; using nasle3.com’s mission to define this 

movement, it is a criticism of Iranian society by the third generation for the third 

generation14.   

                                                 
14 The link to the mission of this website is no longer active. http://nasle3.com/  
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The transliteration method used in this thesis uses both the International Journal 

of Middle Eastern Studies (IJMES)’s format and the transliteration style used by the 

Iranian artists.  IJMES’ transliteration format is used for article titles while song titles do 

not follow the same format.  They are transliterated in the same format in which they 

appear on websites to ease re-creation of the study. 
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CHAPTER II – BACKGROUND 
 

 
The 1979 Islamic Revolution brought numerous changes to Iranian society.  It 

changed the leadership from a monarchy to an Islamic Republic, introducing theocratic 

rule.  The monarch, Mohammad Reza Shah, was western oriented and strived to move 

Iranian society closer to the West in terms of society and politics.  It was his ambitions in 

this regard that Ayatollah Ruhollah Musavi Khomeini challenged and use to gain a 

following, instead promoting an Islamic Republic where Islamic law governed the daily 

social and political actions of the average Iranian.  The public sphere, being the easier 

sphere to control, was affected most whereas the private sphere, although affected, was 

less influenced by the politics of the Islamic government.  These new laws affected 

everyday life for Iranians regardless of their affiliations.  The government controlled a 

variety of elements in the public sphere; imported items were limited, numerous 

businesses were closed, radio and television fell under the strict control of the 

government, and people’s interactions were monitored.  The government tried to 

dominate the private sphere by setting laws against mix-gendered gatherings, distribution 

of western and vulgar (ل+,�%) music and films, alcohol and prohibiting other non-Islamic 

elements.  These changes in the society reinforced and helped develop a new private 

sphere creating an ‘underground’ life; banned products were sold through the black-

market and people found ways to live their lives as before in an ‘illegal’ way while acting 

within the newly established boundaries set by the Islamic government in the public 

sphere.   
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The Islamic government’s strict policies on popular culture and the public sphere 

in the early months and years after the revolution resulted in the emigration of many 

Iranians, including artists and musicians, to Europe and the United States, most 

prominently to Los Angeles.  The ex-pat community in Los Angeles became an outlet for 

the otherwise censored political discourse, lifestyle, and music.  Iranian musicians who 

were prohibited from singing inside Iran continued to record and distribute their music in 

Los Angeles.  This music, although outlawed in Iran, continues to be distributed through 

the black market in Iran, catering to the average Iranian’s demand.  This music is not 

limited to a particular genre, and includes all genres that were available in Iran prior to 

the revolution; i.e. traditional Persian music like the works of Axiom of Choice, 

traditional Persian pop music such as works of Haydeh, Moeen, and Toofan, melancholic 

pop music of Ebi and Siavash Ghomeishi, and the up-tempo style of Andy and Shohreh.     

During the months leading up to the revolution, Khomeini’s speeches and 

messages to the people were recorded on audio cassettes and distributed among his 

followers.  These cassettes kept the revolutionaries in contact with Khomeini through his 

years in exile.  Knowing the effect of media on public opinion, a knowledge gain through 

the use of Ayatollah Khomeini’s audio cassettes during the revolution, the government 

saw the need to control and supervise all media formats in Iran.  The government’s 

official stance against music was stated in a news article:  

Music is like a drug, whoever acquires the habit can no longer devote himself to 
important activities. It changes people to the point of yielding to vice or 
preoccupations pertaining to the world of music alone. We must eliminate music 
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because it means betraying our country and our youth. We must completely 
eliminate it15    
 

This policy was modified by Khomeini himself in 1989 allowing the sale of musical 

instruments16, yet the Revolutionary Guards were given permission to raid houses and 

search cars for illegal music cassettes.  The government also established new 

organizations and ministries in order to enforce the new laws and social moral brought by 

the Islamic republic.   

 

The Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance  

The Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance ($%-د ا��� known ,(وزارت /ه�. و ار

as Ershad for short, was renamed and reformed in 198717 to ensure that all publications, 

art and media, among other things18, were in line with the Islamic moral of the Islamic 

Republic of Iran (IRI).  The first responsibility and the basis of the ministry’s actions is:  

Introducing the basis, manifestations and ideal of the Islamic revolution to the 
world community through audio-visual means, books, publications, arranging of 
cultural gatherings and other possible activities in the country and abroad with 
collaboration of ministry of foreign affairs and other concerned authorities.19  
 

Among the duties of Ershad is pre-publication inspection (�31رت ��2 از ا�0,1ر) which gives 

the ministry the power to demand from the artist, author, etc. changes or omission of 

parts and elements of the product at hand that conflict with the government approved 

                                                 
15 “Radio and Television must Strengthen the Young”, Kayhan, 1 Mordad 1358/1979 quoted I 
Youssefzadeh, 2000. 
16 Youssefzadeh (2000)  
17 Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance. http://www.ershad.ir/ershad.net/home.html. Access Date June 
30, 2008.  
18 For a complete list of what falls under the control of Ershad visit: 
http://www.ershad.ir/ershad.net/chart.html  
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social Islamic code/morals.  It is important to note that the rules are ambiguously written 

and are often left to the interpretation of the ministry officers and supervisors; hence one 

can find some questionable works that have been distributed.     

In the case of music, Ershad functions in three ways; ‘protection and support’ 

(����4), ‘guidance and orientation’ (��  .�31)20رتand ‘supervision and control’ ( ,(ه�ا

Ershad’s protection function aims to recognize all active musicians, issue work permit 

cards, and provide health insurance, yet according to Ameneh Youssefzadeh’s “The 

Situation of Music in Iran since the Revolution: The Role of Official Organizations”21, it 

is not practiced.  Its guidance policy is to save regional and authentic Iranian music; 

regional music has been supported through this policy and official festivals were set up 

with this aim22.  The Supervising Department is responsible for controlling all sound 

media distribution, issuing of teaching permits, and organization of events.  

In order to obtain a distribution permit, without which the music can not be 

legally distributed, the artists are required to submit an application23 with their sound files 

and complete lyrics to the Ershad’s Supervising Department for evaluation.  The permit 

application consists of a cover page and a four-page form.  The artists are required to 

provide detailed information about the album and each track in addition to background 

information on the lyricist, vocalist, producer, manager, and composer.  Each song is then 

examined by two councils; the Council of Evaluation of Music ($56��% $������را7 ��ر) 

                                                                                                                                                 
19 Secretariat of Supreme Council of Cultural Revolution. http://www.iranculture.org/en/ershad.php . 
Access Date June 28,2008. 
20 Ameneh Youssefzadeh. (2000). The Situation of Music in Iran since the Revolution: The Role of Official 
Oranizations. British Forum for Ethnomusicology. 
21 Ibid: 43-45 
22 Ibid.  
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reviews the music to ensure that it does not contain western elements and the Council of 

Authorization of Poetry (8���را7 %�9ز ) checks the lyrics more thoroughly for their 

meanings along with any underlying connotations the lyrics may contain24.  Once both 

councils have approved the song, they meet with the artist and decide on issuing a 

distribution permit, yet these permits can be taken away after being granted.  According 

to the ministry, their responsibilities also include “issuing license of banning the activities 

of cultural, news, art, cinema, audio-visual, publications and propagation institutions in 

the country and overseeing the activities of publishers and bookshops in the frame of 

relevant regulation”25. 

 

Authorized and Underground Music 

Censorship laws in Iran since the Islamic revolution have affected the music 

industry but have not prevented musicians from expressing themselves.  Many musicians 

cannot make a living singing and playing their choice of lyrical content and genre, yet 

have not stopped creating and recording it.  Contrary to general assumption, laws that 

govern music in Iran have not stopped the evolution of music, limited or eliminated 

musical genres, as evidenced by the variety of music genres that can be found in Iran 

today.  Censorship has contributed to the growth of music genres and their content in the 

Islamic Republic.  Both “authorized” )%�9ز(   and “unauthorized”     )�9ز% 6<(  music have 

evolved because of the strict censorship laws that govern art and music.  “Authorized” 

                                                                                                                                                 
23 See Appendix 1-1 for forms. 
24 Youssefzadeh, 2000: 39.  
25 Secretariat of Supreme Council of Cultural Revolution. http://www.iranculture,org/en/ershad.php . 
Access Date June 28,2008 
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music has developed from being limited to revolutionary and religious songs to revival of 

folk music and more recently to include pop music similar to those of the pre-

revolutionary period; “unauthorized” music, which once referred to the Los Angeles-

based Persian music and Western music, has grown to incorporate works of musicians 

residing in Iran.  The “unauthorized” music of Iranian musicians who are active in Iran 

without the Ershad’s approval who use the internet as means for distribution, is termed 

‘underground music’ ($�6%ز � ,’The terms ‘over-ground/underground  .(%��56$ ز

‘public/private’, ‘frontstage/backstage’, and ‘official/outlawed’ have all been used to 

define both spheres in the Iranian society; the present work uses the terms ‘authorized’ 

and ‘underground/unauthorized’ to refer to the two spheres of music.     

The restrictions on media in the public sphere lessened during Mohammad 

Khatami’s second term as the Minister of Culture and Islamic Guidance (1989-92) and 

continued through his presidency (1997-2005).  The constraints on books, newspapers, 

and music were reduced.  In this period numerous reformist newspapers were founded 

publishing articles that provided a critique of the socio-political state of the Iranian 

society.  This resulted in the closure of many newspapers and imprisonment of several 

journalists.  In music, many pop artists including Arian sought distribution permits and 

reinvigorated Persian pop music inside Iran.  Additionally during this period, public 

performances including plays and concerts gained authorization.          
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Public and Private Performances 

Public performances in the Islamic Republic are supervised and controlled by the 

government through Ershad as well.  Similar to Ershad’s application for a distribution 

permit, the request application for performance permit26, a 6-page form, asks for detailed 

information regarding the musicians, the event and the occasion of the concert.  It also 

requires information on the venue, the expected audience size, and the marketing method.  

Reza Moghaddas, co-founder of Bam Ahang studio, explains the process of obtaining a 

performance permit: 

First you submit a request letter to the venue at which the concert is to be held, the 
venue will issue a letter recommending the musician to the Ershad.  If the Ershad 
approves the music and the event, the permit is issued and presented to the venue 
to schedule the concert.  One must also go to the Amaken to obtain approval on 
terms of street traffic and Islamic standards.  In both, Ershad and Amaken, the 
musician is obliged to sign an agreement that the event will be in line with the 
government’s policies.27 
 

Even after the approval of both Ershad and Amaken, some concerts have been cancelled 

as was the case with O-Hum’s concert in Tehran.  Performances may also be cancelled if 

the authorities witness any actions that are considered against the government’s policies 

on public performance.  

Despite the limitations on public performances in the Islamic Republic, musicians 

perform during concerts and music festivals.  In private settings like homes and 

basements or in public places like street corners, websites, and on national and 

international stages, Iranian musicians compensate for the limitations they face and 

obtain public recognition.  In terms of music, performances in Iran consist of government 

                                                 
26 See Appendix 1-2 for forms. 
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organized music festivals, authorized performances, concerts at universities, online music 

festivals, underground concerts, street rap battles, video performances, and performances 

outside of Iran.    

 

Government Organized Music Festivals 

Only a few music festivals are organized by the Islamic government.  The 

Ershad’s 1986 Hymns and Revolutionary Music festival is credited as the first official 

music festival since the revolution28.  According to Youssefzadeh, now titled The Fajr 

Festival of Music, this annual festival has grown to include musicians from the Islamic 

world.  This festival focuses more on regional, traditional, and classical music and does 

not include contemporary pop music.  The only pop music festival in post-revolution Iran 

was organized by the Ershad during Khatami’s term in office at the Bahman Cultural 

Center29.     

Female musicians have had the support of Ershad and the government since 1996.  

The Women’s Music Festival is organized annually by the Ershad at Vahdat Hall, and 

due to the government’s policies on female vocalists, it is only open to female audiences.  

Women are not allowed to sing and record solo acts according to the law unless 

performing for a female audience.  They can sing in group of three or more women or 

two women accompanied by a male voice30 for mixed audiences and recorded cassettes 

and CDs; hence permits were hardly given to mix gendered groups.  However during 

                                                                                                                                                 
27 Reza Moghaddas quoted in Hamz, 2003. 
28 Youssefzadeh, 2000. 
29 Abol-Hassan Najva. "Negahi Be Tahavolat-E Musiqi Dar Doran-E Riyasat Jomhuri-E Khatami." BBC 
Persian  (2005), www.bbc.co.uk/persian/arts/story/2005/07. 
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Khatami’s term a few groups including Arian and Dastan attained Ershad’s permission.  

In accordance with this policy the Fajr festival has dedicated a division to female 

musicians since 1997 titled ‘music of women, sung for and by women’31.  

 

Authorized Performances 

Authorized performances refer to public concerts that are organized by the 

musicians with a permit from Ershad.  Shahram Nazeri is credited as the first musician to 

hold a public concert since 1979, setting the stage for other traditional groups to enter the 

public scene.  Arian functioned similarly for pop musicians; it was the first pop band to 

hold an official public performance.  For their first performance, Arian debuted on Iran’s 

Kish Island in 1999, while only having lyrical approval.  In 2000, after getting official 

approval from the Ershad, they performed in Tehran32.  Arian instantly became popular 

among Iranians and their concerts sold out.  Both Nazeri’s and Arian’s concerts were 

well received by Iranian youth and tickets were sold out.  Nevertheless, the government 

monitors strict regulation over concerts.  Artists and the audience are prohibited from 

dancing, standing, or moving rhythmically; if any such activity is witnessed by the 

official present at the event, the event is promptly cancelled33.   

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
30 Mojtaba Mirtahmasb. "Back Vocal." 41. Iran, 2006. 
31 Ibid, 50. 
32 http://arianmusic.com/ 
33 Mojtaba Mirtahmasb. "Off Beat". 2006. 
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Concerts at Universities 

Festivals organized by Universities are not subject to same degree of restriction 

from Ershad. Underground bands have managed to organize rock music festivals and 

group performances at charity events.  127, Piccolo, Damon, and Tiha are among the 

underground rock bands who have performed at Elm va Sana’at (Science and 

Technology) University ’s Summer Music Festivals in 2001, 2002, and 2004.  Although 

this festival was cancelled after 2004, other festivals at the University of Tehran are still 

providing a stage for these artists.   

Special events are occasions that call for music performances.  The tribute to Cat 

Stevens was a smaller event organized by Ali Fatehi at Farabi with 127, Nourik, and 

Avaar.  Advertising for this event was printed in a few newspapers and limited posters 

were posted34.  Similarly, a charity event for the earthquake of Bam in 2003 was 

organized at Tehran’s Art University’s Farabi Hall.  This event was organized by Sohrab 

Mohebbi, lead singer of 127, and included some of the well known groups in 

underground rock: 127, Sarakhs, Barad, O-Hum, and Farzad Golpayegani.  Limited 

posters at the university were the only form of advertisement and tickets were sold for 

five dollars.   

127, Kam, and a few underground metal bands have also organized single 

concerts at Farabi hall.  These concerts are promoted and labeled as educational events 

and are supported by the University, however the government has tried to control and 

suppress such activities.  Khamenei criticized the recent use of university halls for 

                                                 
34 Yahya Al-Khansa. Email communication with author.  June 2008.  
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concerts and ‘un-Islamic’ behavior in a governmental meeting and questioned the benefit 

of such events for the youth.  He critiques the promotion of music in Iranian Universities 

stating that “promotion of music is against Islam. Although not all music is considered 

forbidden in Islam, it is not like they (those responsible) are examining the music to make 

sure it does not contain forbidden element”35.      

 

Online Music Festivals 

 Limitations on authorized music and public performances have led artists to seek 

different means of public recognition.  The internet has contributed to the distribution of 

music for underground artists and has similarly provided a public stage for music 

competitions and festivals.  Not being able to host such events in the public, 

Tehranavenue hosted the first online music competition.  The “Underground Music 

Competition” (UMC) in 2002 was the first of a series these events, followed by 

“Tehranavenue Music Open” (TAMO) in 2004, “Tehranavenue Music Festival” (TAMF) 

in 2005 and 200836.  Underground artists from around Iran and outside Iran submit their 

tracks to Tehranavenue, where they can reach a wider audience and obtain public 

recognition.       

 

 

 

                                                 
35 The video is posted on youtube.com. No date has been provided. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjHyfELrcF0 
36 Tehranavenue’s TAMF 2008. http://tamf.tehranavenue.com/ 
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From Underground Performances to Concerts  

While these developments were taking place in the public sphere, Iranians 

enjoyed their choice of music at their homes.  From women singing during afternoon 

gatherings to puppeteers at birthday parties to music groups for wedding celebrations, in 

the private sphere, people enjoyed various types of entertainment.  Young musicians 

sometimes play covers or original music at parties and a few bands like 127 perform at 

minority schools and foreign embassies for charity events37.  The number of 

performances is still increasing with the emergence and popularization of underground 

music.  Contemporary house parties in Tehran often include a DJ or a live underground 

band.  Underground bands have also managed to organize private concerts yet little 

information is available on such events, only a small number of recorded events by the 

audience are available in low quality38. 

 

Rap Battles 

The circle of rap artists in underground music in Iran is growing and owes its 

growth partly to its nature.  As Mark LeVine describes, “unlike rockers and metal groups 

who need instruments and amps, rappers only need a street corner and a cell phone to 

play a pre-recorded beat”39.  Having this advantage over musicians, they use street 

corners and back alleys to participate in rap battles.  Notifications of such events are 

sometimes posted on rap websites while the main advertisement goes out through cellular 

                                                 
37 Sohrab Mohebbi. Personal Interview. 5 April 2008.  
38 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsmpfsBvy50 
39 Mark LeVine. Personal Communication. April 2008.  
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phone text messages40.  Some of these rap battles are available through participant video 

clips on Youtube and similar websites.      

 

Video Performances 

For underground musicians, rap battles, recorded shows and rehearsals, and music 

videos are public performances.  From distributing their music files through the internet 

they have begun to upload and distribute music videos, putting a face to the unknown 

artists.  Only a small number of underground artists have had the means for recording 

music videos, including Hichkas41, Pishro42, Tatalloo43, Rouzbeh featuring 02144, and 

Rezaya featuring 2AFM45 are among the underground artists whose videos are available 

on Youtube.  Iranian musicians from both spheres use the internet as a vehicle of public 

recognition.  Authorized and some underground musicians’ music videos are posted on 

websites and are shown on Persian satellite channels.  However, authorized musicians 

benefit form the additional recognition through internet and satellite while their music is 

legally distributed in music stores.  

 

Outside Iran 

Several Iranian bands, authorized and underground, perform outside of Iran.  

Shahram Nazeri, Dastan Group, and Shajarian are among authorized traditional 

                                                 
40 LeVine. 2008.  
41 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmchOqPHylg and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e6K1k0fG2-g 
42 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToOgkJlhiTs 
43 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMR7MtCJUM0 
44 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lYwT4fNglkc 
45 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NUAtZhDGas 
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musicians who have performed in Europe and the United States.  Similarly, pop band 

Arian’s concerts in the Middle East and Europe, and Benyamin’s concerts in Europe are 

examples of authorized Iranian pop artists.  Underground artists have also benefited from 

performances in foreign countries, attracting international attention.  They are often 

invited to music conferences and international music festivals with global aims.  127, 

Kisok, O-Hum, and Hypernova’s concerts in Europe and the United States and the 

forthcoming US tour by Mohsen Namjoo, organized by Beyond Persia are examples of 

these performances.  Hypernova’s performance at Pangea Day, on May 10, 2008, a film 

festival to bring the global community closer was broadcast live internationally and 

gained them international recognition.  These opportunities, however, are not always 

available to these artists due to problems they face with obtaining visas to the U.S. and 

Europe.  

 
Genres and Bands in Contemporary Iran 

Overall music genres in Iran today include revolutionary, religious, traditional 

Persian music, pop, rock, heavy metal, and rap/hip-hop.  Some of these genres are shared 

between both authorized and underground music while rock, metal, and rap are exclusive 

to underground music.  Authorized musicians use their given names like Shadmehr 

Aghili and Alireza Assar while the underground musicians use nicknames like Deev and 

Kiosk.  These nicknames often carry a message; Deev in Persian means an evil monster, 

Zed is slang for comrade and hence Zedbazi refers to hanging out with friends, Kiosk 

means a stand like a news-stand and it is used to refer to all the private and mobile places 

the band used to rehearse in, Hichkas means nobody and is a statement against the 
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importance give to name and kinship in Iranian society.  On the other hand some 

underground artist use their first name followed by a nickname given to them by friends.  

The musicians’ choices of names are often addressed in interviews yet some provide 

fictitious information.  Sohrab Mohebbi, the lead singer of 127, gives different answers to 

this question in different interviews; he defines 127 as in terms of numerology: “the 

Abjad of ‘Eemaeil’ the modern angel of communications and also in computer sciences 

it’s an important number”46, and also as a beat in the Persian drum, tonbak47.   

 This research includes bands and musicians who are active in Iran today or started 

their career in Iran after the Islamic revolution.  In the case of authorized musicians 

choices were based on the artist’s popularity among Iranian youth, a knowledge gained 

through personal communications and the consulted sources.  Underground musicians 

were selected on parallel basis.  Many artists including Abjeez, Khak, Erfan, and Farinaz 

are categorized in Iranian underground music based on their genres yet are active outside 

of Iran; these musicians were omitted from this research.  Kisok members, now settled in 

San Francisco, started their band in Iran az Raz-e Shab.  Their lyrical content is still 

concerned with issues in Iranian society after emigration to the U.S..  Members of Zed 

Bazi, the popular rap group that incited the initial interest for the present work, have 

moved to the U.K. in order to attend college yet visit Tehran during summer breaks 

where they get inspirations for their lyrics.  Their lyrical content is closely tied to the 

youth lifestyle in Tehran and provides a vivid picture of their lives.       

                                                 
46 Nassir Mashkouri. “An interview with Sohrab Mohebbi, from the Iranian alternative/folk band 127.” 
Zirzamin.se. http://zirzamin.knackgroup.com/?q=node/140 
47 Sohrab Mohebbi. Personal Communication 5 April, 2008.  
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CHAPTER III – AUTHORIZED MUSIC (MUSIQI-E MOJAZ) 
 
 

 
Music in the Islamic Republic of Iran after the Revolution 

Due to the strict censorship laws set by the government, post revolutionary music 

artists commonly sang revolutionary and Islamic songs.  Based on these censorship laws, 

artists were not given approval to write and sing about carnal or earthly love and were 

urged to provoke Islamic identity and revolutionary sentiments. Various revolutionary 

and religious anthems and songs were written and produced and radio and television were 

used as the venues to propagate them; these types of songs were also used by school 

choirs for holidays and memorials.  Among these were songs written in memory of 

Ayatollah Khomeini, the Islamic Republic Day, and the events of the revolution.  These 

songs praise Ayatollah Khomeini and refer to America and the Shah as the devil and 

oppressor; borrowing a phrase from Hafez the great Persian poet; “as the devil leaves the 

angel appears” ���,= در �6ون رود /� �> ��)د ); they use the metaphor of an angel for 

Ayatollah Khomeini while using devil for the Shah.  A popular anthem of this period is 

“America, America” which depicts the U.S. as the world oppressor;  

America America shame on your trickery 
Our youth’s blood is dripping from your fist 
Oppression in the world has grown from a spark to a flame  
The safety of the world is upset 
The fire of your oppression has stricken the top of every harvest  
and heart of each garden with sorrow  
… 
You are a world thief and an evil oppressor  
A scorpion and a conniving fox 
Unkindness and oppression is in you 
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Kindness and fidelity is not48 
 
In contrast to America as the evil oppressor, Ayatollah Khomeini is pictured as the savior 

of Iranians and the oppressed, and numerous songs were written and recited in this theme.  

Among the most popular ones is “Khomeini O Imam” which was sang in school choirs 

and broadcasted widely through radio and television;  

Khomeini O Imam (2) 
O fighter O sign of honor 
O sacrificer of thine life for the Purpose 
… 
By thou this guidance be every time 
O hostages, suffering ones, stand up 
Baring under fouls that life is over 
For the race of worldly enjoyers, slavery in over”49 
 

A testimony to the popularity of these songs is that the majority know the lyrics to these 

songs and can follow the music, regardless of their approval or disapproval of the 

revolution and the Islamic government.  

 Religiously themed songs were also widely produced and propagated, especially 

during the month of Ramadan and Muharram for two of the most important Shi’i Imams, 

Ali and Hussein, who were unjustly killed in these two months.  Dirges and eulogies are 

still recited during the first ten days of Muharram in high schools in mornings before the 

start of classes and during prayer hours which students are urged to attend.  Singers such 

as Koveity-Pour and Ahangaran were among the state commissioned vocalists to sing 

these eulogies.  Electronic remixes of some of the famous eulogies were later illegally 

produced and listened to by the young generation and recently some have resurfaced in 

                                                 
48 “America, America”. See Appendix 2-1 for complete lyrics. 
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contemporary underground music50.  In more recent years television series on the life of 

Shi’i Imams have gained popularity as well; ‘Imam Ali’ was the costliest television series 

produced after the revolution and gained enormous success among the viewers.  This 

trend was followed by television series based on lives of Imam Hussein in “The Tenth 

Night”, Imam Reza in “Velayat-e Eshgh”, and “Maryam-e Moghaddas” depicting the 

story of Mary.      

 These regulations and restrictions on music affected people’s choices.  While 

some listened to the music sanctioned by the government, some favored western music. 

Some turned to Iranian music produced in Los Angeles by the pre-revolutionary artists 

and to Turkish, Arabic, European, and American music.  Bands such as Metallica, The 

Doors, Pink Floyd, Madonna, Michael Jackson, and more recent pop artists such as 

Britney Spears and Back Street Boys were among those American bands listened to by 

Iranians living in Tehran; their albums were sold through the black market or brought by 

friends and family from their travels abroad.  

After the presidential elections of 1997 where reformist president Mohammad 

Khatami emerged the obvious victor, supported by a great majority of young voters, the 

government realized its need for catering to the younger Iranians as 65% of the 

population is under twenty five.  In the eight year term of Khatami’s presidency, 1997-

2005, the strict censorship on media and music lessened.  Many young musicians sought 

the Ershad’s approval and released their albums. This new wave in Iranian music and 

                                                                                                                                                 
49 “Khomeini O Imam”. See Appendix 2-2 for complete lyrics. Translation by Zahraprouctions.net 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_pyVbBCEwc 
 
50 See Chapter IV for more information on underground music.  
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emergence of young artists during President Khatami’s term is referred to as pop music 

and the title refers to the popularity of these artists and their songs.  Their extreme 

popularity is due in part to the rhythm of their music.  Some take their rhythm from pre-

revolutionary musical styles that were banned after the revolution, while some have 

adopted electronic technology and merged the Euro-pop style of music with Iranian 

rhythm and created a new genre in music, other artists build on the proto-revolution 

music rhythm. The appearance of this style of music has not abolished the revolutionary 

and religious music once propagated by the Islamic government but it has provided a 

larger pool of musical styles for the dynamic young audience who had previously turned 

to western music. 

 

Genres and Themes in Iranian Authorized Music 

The dominant genres in existing music in the Iranian public sphere can be 

categorized as regional, religious/eulogies, revolutionary/marches, classical/Instrumental, 

traditional, and pop.  Regional music falls under the Ershad’s policy “to preserve the 

heritage and culture of various regions of Iran”51 and has been supported. Religious and 

revolutionary music dominated the public sphere during the early years after the 

revolution and throughout the eight year Iran-Iraq war.  As discussed earlier in the 

chapter these included songs in praise of the revolution and its leader, war and military 

marches, and eulogies for Shi’a religious figures.  Western and Persian classical and 

instrumental music were also permitted; works of Bach and Chopin and works of Persian 

                                                 
51 Youssefzadeh, 2000: 41.  
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masters such as Javad Ma’roufi and Fariborz Lachini, were played at hotels and 

restaurants and were the only alternative until the reemergence of Iranian/Persian 

traditional music.   

Following the rhetoric of anti-westernization and Ali Khamenei’s campaign 

against “cultural aggression of the West” (به�?$ >/ #�� ') in 199252, traditional Persian 

music gained popularity and support.  Shahram Nazeri, a trend setter in this genre and a 

student of Master Shajarian, sings mystical poems of Hafez and Rumi, famous Persian 

poets of 14th and 13th century known for their love and mystic poetry, while accompanied 

by a group of musicians playing traditional Persian music with daf, tambour, setar and 

other Persian instruments.  Keykhosro Pournazeri and Bijan Kamkar are also well known 

musicians in this category; the Dastan Group is noteworthy for their incorporation of 

female vocalists.  Musicians who played traditional music were also among the first 

musicians to hold concerts in the IRI.  This genre has remained popular until today and is 

supported by a variety of audiences in and outside of Iran.  New and younger groups such 

as Rumi have emerged and gained popularity among the youth and hold concerts, yet 

although they are approved by the Ershad, their concerts can be canceled even after a day 

of performance.   

A major change in the music sphere was the emergence of pop music during 

Khatami’s presidency.  This new wave in music includes different styles of rhythm and 

vocals, and varies in terms of theme and content.  Pop music has witnessed a gradual 

growth since its emergence in terms of number, rhythm, and theme.  In order to analyze 

                                                 
52 Youssefzadeh, 2000: 39.  
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the authorized music, the works of these artists are divided by content into four major 

categories; ‘Traditionalist’, ‘Religious’, ‘Entertainment’, and ‘Engaged’ which in turn 

includes two subcategories ‘Nationalist’, and ‘Socially Aware’. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Categories of Authorized Music by Lyrical Content 

 

 

Authorized Music Category: Traditionalist 

 Using classical Persian poetry as lyrics of music has been a trend in Iran and is 

used as the lyrics of traditional Persian music; pop artists have also chosen these poems 

as their lyrics.  Since the Ershad did not approve love songs dealing with earthly love, 

some musicians used classical poems in praise of a divine beloved.  In this group artists 

and musicians such as Shadmehr Aghili and Mohammad Isfahani sang “Navaii”, a 

classical ghazal written by Tabib Isfahani, yet the trend setter in this category is 1969 

born Alireza Assar.  He breaks the tradition of accompanying classical poetry with 

traditional music; his style of recital is unique and his music is played by an orchestra 

with Persian and western instruments.  Assar also uses new poems written by Shahkar 

Authorized 
Music 

Traditionalist Religious Entertainment Concerned 

Nationalist Socially 
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Binesh-Pajouh and does not confine himself to classical poetry.  Also in this category is 

Alireza Eftekhari, yet with a different style of recital and music.  He follows in the 

tradition of traditional Persian pop music of pre-revolution era, similar to works of Los 

Angeles based artist Moeen.  In it noteworthy to mention that the age group of artists in 

this category is considerably higher then the artists in other pop categories.  

 

Authorized Music Category: Religious  

As previously mentioned, religious songs are supported and promoted by the 

government and this theme is still used during religious months of Muharram and 

Ramadan.  This theme has even entered in contemporary pop music.  In Arian’s first 

album, Sunflower, the song, “Mola Ali Jan” (Beloved Master Ali) is dedicated to Imam 

Ali, the first Shiite Imam who is still the most significant Imam in Iran and Shi’ism.  The 

song is similar to a hymn and speaks affectionately and highly of him as a leader and 

symbol of faith; 

 For every weak person you are a helper and shelter 
You are the light in every darkness 
Light up my heart with a look 
You are the guide of those who have gone astray53 
 

This song illustrates the Iranian religious sentiment in a different light from what the 

Iranian government and western media propagates about religion in Iran being extremely 

radical.  Also with including a religious oriented song in their works, the Arian band 

shows its Iranian roots and support of Islamic culture and values. In this style Fereydoon, 

                                                 
53 See Appendix 2-3 for complete lyrics. 
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an emerging pop artists, sang about the martyrs in his album, “Gharibeh” (Stranger), 

titled “Boo-ye Seeb” (Smell of Apple).   

 

Authorized Music Category: Entertainment 

Some pop artists’ chosen rhythm is similar to the Persian music popular before 

the revolution and the music of those artists in exile.  This type of music and rhythm was 

banned in Iran after 1979; yet, it remained popular among Iranians being played at 

private celebrations including weddings.  Its popularity and continued use in weddings 

and other celebrations comes from its beat that encourages dancing, in opposition the 

government approved revolutionary songs are for poetry and lack the beat and rhythm 

needed for dance.  This genre includes love songs similar in content to the western pop 

music and is usually accompanied by an up beat; this style is herby labeled as 

entertainment music.  Arian Band, the first pop band since the revolution, is the trend 

setter in this category and the first pop band to include three female musician and singers 

since the revolution.  Arian instantly became popular among Iranians and their concerts 

sold out. According to their website the group performed over 250 concerts in Iran and 

many other concerts in international locales including Bahrain, Dubai, London, and many 

German cities54.   

They recorded a song with Chris De Burgh, titled “Nouri ta Abadiat” (A Light 

that Shines till Eternity) in 2008, featured in Arian’s fourth album55.  In general, their 

                                                 
54 Arian website. http://www.arianmusic.com/. Accessed date 2007-8.  
55 The video clip of this song can be found at http://youtube.com/watch?v=TGGvLsUYhJ4. Accessed Date 
June 30, 2008.  
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music has a dominant dance beat tellingly similar to the pre-revolutionary dance beat 

which continues to characterize sell out pop music.  The lyrics of their songs are not 

concerned with problems and issues in the society and are mostly for pure entertainment.  

For example their song “Setareh” (Star) is about the elderly and the unchangeable cycle 

of life; 

Start O Star, tell from the top of the skies so that the unkind hear; 
Why do those who were our companions have to be alone now56  
 

Arian’s songs are, on the whole, uncannily similar in content, apart from a few which 

have religious or nationalistic titles and lyrics; “Mola Ali Jan” (Beloved Master Ali) and 

“Iran” are examples of this style of music in the works of Arian. 

 Pop music in Iran has grown since Arian and new faces emerge every year; artists 

such as Benyamin, Fereydoon, Reza Sadeghi, and Mehdi Moghaddam have gained 

popularity in this genre as well.  While each contributes to the field of pop music in a 

different manner, they are similar in choice of content; Fereydoon and Reza Sadeghi have 

a slower rhythm while Benyamin and Mehdi Moghaddam both use a faster beat similar to 

works of artists in exile (Los Angeles).  Despite the ban on music that dealt with earthly 

and carnal love after the revolution, contemporary singers have managed to attain 

Ershad’s approval and distribution permits for songs with this theme.  In his lyrics 

Benyamin deals and speaks directly about carnal lust and he has received the approval of 

the Ershad; 

I want to say you are my life;  
My soul catches on fire 
I want to say I love you; but I stutter... 

                                                 
56 See Appendix 2-4 for complete lyrics.  
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…  
When I was cold and quiet 
My heart was dying for you 
I was thinking you were my mate57 
 

One of Benyamin’s hit songs was released on the internet prior to the release of his 

approved Album; although marketing and PR groups claimed the song was not released 

by the artist and an unauthorized demo copy was put on the internet, it is widely believed 

by his fan base that the release was intentional and it helped his fame since the song was 

a hit prior to its official release58. The single is no exception to the constant theme of his 

main body of work.  It talks directly about relationships and flirtation among young 

Iranians and that is where his success lies; everyone can identify with the lyrics of this 

song no matter what gender. 

 The world doesn’t have one like you;  
It doesn’t have and it can not bring one 
Hearts are all impatient for love;  
But it is love that is impatient for you59 

 
The strict restrictions on singing about carnal love have lessened in recent years and this 

theme can be widely seen in the works of contemporary music artists in Iran today60.   

 

Authorized Music Category: Engaged 

Nationalist 

With the revolution, the national anthem of the Pahlavi monarchy that praised the 

king; 

                                                 
57 See Appendix 2-5 for complete lyrics.  
58 Reza Komai. Telephone Interview, 2006.  
59 See Appendix 2-6 for complete lyrics. 
60 Recent works of Fereydoon, Benyamin, Reza Sadeghi, and Mehdi Moghaddas are among these songs. 
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Long live the Shah, our King of Kings, 
And may his glory make immortal our land. 
For Pahlavi improved Iran 
A hundredfold from where it once used to stand61 
 

was stricken and replaced by a new anthem that glorified Islam and criticized the 

oppression under the Pahlavi regime;  

The Islamic republic that gives us religion and the world is established 
The throne of oppression and injustice is broken by the Iranian revolution 
… 
May Iran be eternal under the protection of Quran62 
 

This anthem was used for a decade after the revolution and was itself replaced by the 

current national anthem in 1990.  The contemporary Iranian anthem triggers memories of 

the revolution, the Iran-Iraq war, and Ayatollah Khomeini and fails to incite and support 

an Iranian identity by not focusing on the land of Iran or the Iranian nation.  The previous 

national anthem used in the 1980s mentioned the name of Iran twice, while the current 

anthem only mentions it once in the closing phrase: 

Upwards on the horizon rose the Eastern Sun 
The light in the eyes of the Believers in Justice 
Bahman is the zenith of our faith. 
Your message, O Imam,  
of Sovereignty and Freedom is imprinted on our souls 
O Martyrs! Your clamors echo in the ears of time 
Be enduring, continuing, and eternal, 
The Islamic Republic of Iran63   

 
A contrast to these two anthems is the song that was used during the revolution of 

1979 as the de-facto national anthem of the transition period.  This song, “Ey Iran” is 

argued here to be a real national anthem for the following reasons; it mentions the name 

                                                 
61 “Soroud-e Shahanshahi” Pahlavi Anthem. 1933-1979. 
62 ‘Shod Jomhouri be Pa” First IRI anthem. 1980s. 
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of Iran five times, it refers to the land (@��) of Iran seven times aside from references to 

its mountains, plains, water and border, and last but not least is the usage of the word 

(A 6%) – ‘motherland’.  This song still remains the most popular national anthem although 

it was never in fact dubbed as such.  

 O Iran, oh bejeweled land 
O, your soil is the wellspring of the arts 
Far from you may the thoughts of evil be 
May your lasting eternal be 
 
The stones of your mountain are jewels and pearls 
The soil of your valleys are better than gold 
When could I rid my heart of your affection 
Tell me, what will I do without your affection64 

This song takes on the shape of a love song towards Iran and hence creating a strong 

feeling of longing for one’s country.  This type of sentiment can not be seen in the current 

national anthem. 

 The lack of national sentiment in the current national anthem has popularized pop 

songs about Iran and created incentives for artists to write and compose similar songs.  

The Iranian Melal Orchestra, in December of 2006, set up a performance in which the 

first Iranian national anthem, composed by Jean Baptist Lemarre, was performed with 

new lyrics written by Bijan Taraqqi65.  The new lyrics are full of phrases and words that 

incite national sentiments; the word (وAB  ), used for homeland, has been used eleven 

times in this song.  This song is also nationalist in message; 

  All with one name and symbol 
  With different colors and languages 

                                                                                                                                                 
63 The Iranian National Anthem.  
64 Ey Iran (O Iran). See Appendix 2-7 for complete lyrics. 
65 Marzieh Vafamehr, “The Melal Ensemble Concert” (January 2007). 
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  All happy and joyfully singing 
Because of the strength of young Iran66 

It presents Iranian identity as something that encompasses race and language barriers 

under which a nation can and will be unified.  

 Pop artists have also taken up the discourse of nationalism in their music.  Found 

in the works of Arian is a song titled “Iran” in their second album And Love….  The song 

begins with a musical piece from the 1979 defacto Iranian national anthem, “Ey Iran”, 

but quickly changes to a new piece.  The lyrics awaken a sense of nationalism and feeling 

of yearning for Iran: 

Wherever I am you are my only motherland;  
 Your love is the blood that runs through my veins 
 I don’t want to be separated from you67 
 

It also talks about the pride one feels in the flag and the colors of the flag; as the symbol 

of each nation, flags are important in the discourse of nationalism and used as a unifying 

tool; 

Your flag is a pride, up there in the clouds;  
those three pure and beautiful colors will always stay with me68 

 
The dispute over the correct name of the Gulf, Arabian or Persian, has also resulted in 

nationalist songs in this matter; Ghasem Afshar’s song titled “Khalij-e Fars” (Persian 

Gulf) addresses this issue.   

National and international events also cater to the need of nationalist songs.  

Soccer matches have always triggered feelings of competition and team-hood among 

                                                 
66 See Appendix 2-8 for complete lyrics.  
67 See Appendix 2-9 for Complete Lyrics.  
68 Ibid.  
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Iranians; from Iranian league matches to international matches people follow soccer 

events.  During the last World Cup many artists such as Arian, Alireza Assar, and a group 

of three football players (Nima Nakisa, Mehrdad Minavand, and Pejman Jamshidi) 

recorded songs and submitted their work to the Iranian Federation of Soccer and the 

Ershad for selection as the national soccer team song.  Arian’s “Ey Javidan Iran” 

(Immortal Iran) follows their style of pop while Alireza Assar’s “Iran-e Man” (My Iran) 

follows Assar’s style of recital and music.  The government approved all songs and chose 

the latter song by the football players, titled “Persian Stars” as the world cup song;  

Again an epic        
Again the champions  
Again in bliss 
The pure flag of Iran 
A green rectangular 
Square of ten heroes 
A brave man on the other side    
Strong in the stronghold 
Whispers of joy 
Feeling of hope and unity 
O our national team 
God be your protector… 
. 
Do something so it would be carved 
On today’s moments 
Iran always immortal  
Iran always victorious69 
 

The flag, one of the main symbols of a nation, is used to revive a feeling of unity among 

the audience in addition to the team who represent the Iranian nation in the world cup.  

Accompanied by an upbeat and driven music, it creates a yearning for the victory of 

Iran’s team in a worldly competition and hence unites the audience, the Iranian nation, 

                                                 
69 “Persian Stars”. See Appendix 2-10 for complete lyrics.  
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toward a simple goal.  The last two lines of the song seem designed to be used as cheers 

during the game; 

 Attack, attack, Team Iran 
Strike a goal Strike a goal 
O champion70   

 

Socially Aware 

A rare theme in the authorized music in Iran today can be categorized as socially 

aware; this category includes songs that refer to social issues present in Iran and mainly 

in Tehran today.  In 1999, Shadmehr Aghili released his first album with vocals and pop 

music, his hit song, “Dahati” (Villager), found its main fan base in Iranian youth and at 

its height of popularity could be heard in every corner.  Shadmehr points to the 

immigration of villagers to the cities, which led to urbanization and disconnection with 

the simplistic way of life in the villages; 

Tell you simply, my body smells like grass 
I’m still the same villager with all my urbanization 
 
My garden didn’t have decorative flowers 
The noble horse of my village didn’t have expensive horse shoes 
… 
I know that world of simplicity does not need me anymore71 

The urban life in Tehran is very different than the life in villages, as is the case in 

general; people tend to put more emphasis on materialistic aspects of life in large cities 

like Tehran and this is shown in this song by referring to decorative flowers and pricy 

horse shoes.  Although Shadmehr released a few more albums in Iran before emigrating 

                                                 
70 Ibid.  
71 See Appendix 2-11 for complete lyrics.  
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to Canada, the content of his songs became disconnected with Iranian social issues, even 

after immigrating outside of Iran, he did not sing songs with social significance.    

An artist that stands out in this category is Shahkar Binesh-Pajouh, nick-named 

“Iran’s self-styled rapping aristocrat”72, and more widely referenced in the western media 

as the “Iranian Dapper Rapper”73.  He made his way into the headlines of western media 

with his Album “Eskenas” (Cash), where he appears on his album artwork wearing a 

tailored suit and a bowtie with a cigar in his hand, and his head positioned on a dollar bill 

where Washington’s picture is printed.  Despite the fact that none of the articles written 

about him point to the political nature of the artwork on his CD cover, it is important 

because despite its western style and influence, the Ershad approved it. 

His fame in the western media comes from his critique of “poverty, 

unemployment and the chi-chi women of Tehran wearing too much make-up under their 

chiffon headscarves”74.  Although western media portrays Binesh-Pajouh as famous 

within Iran, it is incorrect; his name and album are still unknown to many young Iranians 

who listen to most current authorized and underground Iranian music.  The few who 

remember his songs do not speak in favor of his style and refuse to call him a rapper.  

Despite being refuted by many as a rapper, his lyrics and message are his reason for 

categorizing himself as a rapper; “I chose rap because I can say many things with it, not 

because I live like a rapper”75.  The style of rap allows the artist to express himself 

                                                 
72 Frances Harrison. "Iran's Self-Styled Rapping Aristocrat." BBC News  (2004), 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/go/pr/fr/-/2/hi/middle_east/4096141. 
73 "Dapper Rapper Stirs Iran." Aljazeera  (2004), http://english.aljazeera.net/NR/exers/1DC44A32-DE19-
4D24-B122-D2DF8E0DB787.htm. 
74 Harrison, 2004. 
75 “Dapper Rapper Stirs Iran, 2004. 
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through a narrative as opposed to confining himself to a frame of traditional and classical 

rhymes and rhythms.   

The lyrics of Shahkar Binesh-Pajouh directly relate to social issues.  He criticizes 

the materialistic view of the Iranian youth towards life and the importance that is given to 

money and wealth: 

Coin, money, and cash is everybody’s cure 
Where is your house, what is your car 
Education and knowledge are not important76 

He also makes and uses parodies of classical Persian poetry as a criticism when he 

changes the famous verse from Sa’di, “�1 ��د� 6C دل D1دا�1 ��د   ز دا =�   into ”'�ا�1 ��د ه

“ �1 ��د� 6C وت دلE دارا ��د   ز =�  capable is he who is wise; happiness from‘) ”'�ا�1 ��د ه

wisdom will arise’ into ‘capable is he who is rich; happiness from wealth will arise’)77 to 

show and critique how capability and happiness is measured in contemporary society in 

Tehran.  He continues in his criticism of values by mocking youth who waste their lives 

chasing boys and girls and wandering in the streets and resorts: 

 Two hours a day in front of the mirror, puts unlimited gel [in his hair] 
He dresses up in style and comes in the street  
… 
She dies for a husband; she’s preoccupied with the color of nail polish;  
She wants a rich boy but she can’t find one…78 

He deals with what the media called ‘unemployment’ “ف-G ر و�H6�” through literal 

translation; however, in this context it points to the young generation of Iranians who do 

not attend universities for higher education and rely of the support of their parents.  They 

                                                 
76 Shahkar Binesh-Pajouh.“Eskenas”.(Cash). See Appendix 2-12 for complete lyrics.  
77 Ibid. 
78 Shahkar Binesh-Pajouh.“Eshq-e Khiabuni” (Street Love). See Appendix 2-13 for complete lyrics. 
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choose unemployment because they do not have the motivation or the will to work not 

because lack of job availability. Also he refers to the young Iranians who come from 

higher social classes in terms of income and he references ‘westernized’ Iranians who 

travel to Europe and have lost their identity; 

She acts as if she doesn’t know Persian  
(because) she went to Paris for a week or two;  
She calls her father Papa because she went to Europe79 
  

Although Binesh-Pajouh’s name recognition is low, his songs garner public notice and 

popularity80; some remixes of his songs have also surfaced in recent years.  After this 

album, Shahkar released a few albums and is still active in Iran however his lyrics 

became empty of social criticism.  

From war marches to revival of traditional Persian music to contemporary pop 

music, the state of music in the IRI has changed gradually since the revolution.  The 

Ershad’s policies and censorship have not eliminated music in Iran but have limited the 

music genres and their content to what the government sees as in line with the Islamic 

social values and unthreatening to the state.  The government’s stance on female vocalist 

changed for the better during Khatami’s term and female musicians are now active in the 

public sphere, although limited.  In terms of genre, musicians are limited to what is 

considered by the government as Iranian music empty of Western elements and rhythms, 

yet in recent years pop artists like Benyamin have broken this trend by bringing in Euro-

pop rhythm and beats into their music.  In terms of content, the Ershad’s Council of 

Authorization of Poetry censors politically charged lyrics and those that can be 

                                                 
79 Ibid.  
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interpreted as anti- Islamic Government; however with the release of Shahkar Binesh-

Pajouh’s album, the Ershad showed its leniency on socially critical lyrics.  Due to the 

Ershad’s music censorship and supervision, artists have been obliged to create Iranian 

music different from the pre-revolutionary music is terms of rhythm and content.  This 

has resulted in the growth of Iranian music and emergence of different styles and content 

unique to post-revolution Islamic Iran.  

 

                                                                                                                                                 
80 Nazafarin Malektojjar. Personal Communication. 2006. 
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CHAPTER IV: UNDERGROUND MUSIC (MUSIQI-E GHEIR-E MOJAZ) 
 

   
The government controlled and limited the Iranian public sphere by putting 

restrictions and bans on numerous activities and lifestyles and tried to change some social 

and personal values and replace them with the Islamic values approved by Ayatollah 

Khomeini and his successors.  As a result of a closed public sphere, children were 

encouraged to attend extra curricular activities some provided by institutions such as 

language and art classes and some private such as dance and music classes.  Although life 

in Iran was changed both in public and private spheres, not all things banned were 

eliminated from the society.  Musical instruments were banned in the early years after the 

revolution and a career as a musician or a music teacher was unlawful and prohibited, yet 

musicians played at weddings and private music lessons were given.  Although these 

activities were not a dominant trend in the society during the early years of revolution 

and the Iran-Iraq war, they were not eliminated as the government had intended through 

its policies.  While instruments were banned, those who were interested found them 

through friends and played with what was available.  When the ban on sale of musical 

instruments was revoked by Khomeini, Western instruments were still hard to find and 

musicians had to rely on old and used equipment.    

 

Garage Bands and the Emergence of Underground Music 

As discussed earlier, the approved music in the Islamic Republic of Iran (IRI) was 

limited in terms of style and content; due to these limitations on themes and styles of 
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music in the Iranian public sphere, over the years, innumerable young Iranians played 

music (original or as cover bands) in private settings including houses and garages.  

Some groups merely sang western musical works and others got inspired by these styles 

and created their own music and genre.  The musical styles of these first81 private bands 

were mainly western; some played as cover bands and had mini concerts for friends such 

as the band Sauron.   

Sauron, according to Ali Mohraz the lead singer of the band, was formed in 1993 

by four members82 who sang songs from heavy metal bands Metallica, Pantera, 

Megadeath, Slayer, and Sepultura and held private concerts and rehearsal sessions at their 

homes on weekends for friends and family83.  They recorded two albums in which they 

included two original songs from the band along with twenty two songs from the bands 

mentioned above; these albums were recorded on tapes and given to friends, not sold84.  

The western style of their music and their use of English language limited their audience 

and only catered to a certain class of the society.   

More typical than Sauron is an unnamed band, a group of young men who played 

songs from Pink Floyd and had a few original songs written in Persian.  Their Persian 

songs had western rhythm composed by the band members, and their subject dealt with 

things they had done such as prank jokes played on neighbors with a sarcastic tone.  Like 

Sauron, they played for their own enjoyment and love for music.  They also recorded 

                                                 
81 Due to lack of documentation on private bands before the growth of internet usage in Iran it can not be 
establish who was ‘the first’ band.  The two bands discussed in this section had albums and the writer had 
access to their work/demos. Arash Mitoui is known by some to be the first person to record a demo album 
yet his two albums could not be attained for this research.  
82 All four members were male and in the age group of 19-21 except one member who was 15 at the time.   
83 Ali Mohraz. Phone interview (May 8, 2007).  
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demos for friends but lacked the recording equipment that Sauron used hence the quality 

of their demos was low.  Both of these bands were broken up after both lead singers, Ali 

Mohraz and Yashar Behjat, left for United States and Canada to pursue higher education 

in western institutions.   

In more recent years, approximately since 2001, these young musicians became 

more active and started using the internet to distribute their music; this new venue 

allowed the otherwise private performers to reach a wider audience.  The term 

“underground” applies to the music of these artists, who directly or indirectly 

incorporated the western styles of music in their works and distribute their songs through 

internet; they also have either chosen to remain unauthorized or have been denied by the 

Ershad.   

Iranian underground music has been defined in different ways by those who have 

written about it on leading internet magazines and websites.  In an article on Kolahstudio 

the term “underground” in the context of Iranian music is defined as an art that “exists 

outside of the dominant culture in the society”85; in this definition the dominant culture 

refers to that which is supported and propagated by the government while underground 

art is the subversive culture.  Since the publication of this article, underground music and 

art has gained more popularity and has dominated the youth culture in Iran.  Definitions 

given for the term “underground” change with its development and how it is received in 

the society; hence it is safe to define it as any activity that is not approved by the 

                                                                                                                                                 
84 Ibid.  
85 Karen Reshad. “What is Underground”. 13 January 2008. Kolahstudio.  
http://www.kolahstudio.com/Underground/?p=563 
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government and in case of music and art, it refers to anything produced in Iran that does 

not have the Ershad’s approval.   

  

Genres and Themes in Iranian Underground Music  

Artists in the underground music sphere gained their popularity due to their 

rhythm and lyrics.  While it is dominantly western in style and rhythm its content is 

related to social issues concerning the youth in modern Tehran; from nightlife to national 

pride to political concerns, all are narrating their lives and hopes while creating their own 

music.  Underground music can be looked into through different lenses of language, 

genre and content.  It is divided into two smaller spheres of English and Persian; English 

is preferred by rock and metal musicians and Persian by pop and rap artists.  The mixture 

of western rhythm and Persian lyrics with which people can identify has been a success 

among the youth; “it has, in a way, prevented from Occidentosis” says Hichkas86. They 

listened to western musical genres while not understanding the lyrics or not identifying 

with the subject of these songs.  Now with the emergence of Persian underground music 

they can enjoy the western musical genres of their choice while understanding the lyrics, 

“I used to listen to “In Da Club” by 50Cent and not know the words but now I sing along 

with Zed Bazi’s Persian version!” says Reza, a graduate student in web design87.  

Underground music can also be divided by genre and style; today’s Iranian artists use 

various genres in their music including Pop, Rock, Fusion, Heavy Metal, and Rap/Hip 

Hop.  This is where the two spheres of music in Iran differ; the public sphere does not 

                                                 
86 Soroush Lashkari, Telephone Interview with author, 2006.  
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include western styles of music and only allows marches, traditional, regional, and 

limited pop music while artists in the underground sphere freely choose their styles and 

include western genres.   

Underground pop music differs from the approved pop music in rhythm; the 

melodies in this genre are similar to Los Angeles based Persian pop music, which 

Iranians relied on for their celebrations because of their rhythm and variety. While the 

approved pop music is limited and restricted through the Ershad, the underground pop 

has catered to the need of such music inside Iran; Ali Ashabi, Amir Rezaya, and Armin 

2AFM are some of the leading faces in this category.  Iranian pop music itself has 

subgenres and includes different styles within yet they are similar to those available prior 

to revolution and the works of those artists in exile.  Ebi, Dariush, and Siavash 

Ghomeishi, some of the famous faces in exile of yet another genre in Persian pop music, 

have influenced Iranian artists; their musical style is slower in beat and has a more 

melancholic melody.  In this latter category Mohsen Chavoshi is a leading artists whose 

works are popular amongst today’s Iranian youth says Reza88. He adds that since 

Chavoshi’s emergence, he has the opportunity to enjoy this style more often and can 

obtain his albums easier.  In terms of language, Persian is these artists’ language of 

choice.   

In the rock genre, numerous subgenres and subcategories can be found.  The 

influence of classic western rock bands such as Pink Floyd, Dire Straits, and Bob Dylan 

                                                                                                                                                 
87 Reza Komaei. Telephone Interview with author, 2006.  
88 Ibid.  
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are visible in the works of bands like Kiosk89 and 12790, yet the newly popularized punk 

genre in the west has had its influence on underground Rock in Iran as well and many 

have incorporated it into their music; Hypernova91, Yellow Dogs92, and Font are some of 

the leading bands in this genre.  The dominant language in this genre is English; “it was 

more natural to write and sing in English with this style of music” says Sohrab, the lead 

singer of 12793.  Yet in 2006, Kiosk came out with their debut album “Ordinary Man” in 

the style of Dire Strait with Persian lyrics, making them the first Iranian rock band with 

original Persian lyrics.  Since Kiosk, 127 has release a new album, “Khal Punk” in 2008 

with Persian lyrics in the style of Punk Rock and some times referred to as Gypsy-Punk94.  

Some rock bands outside of Iran such as Khak have released albums using Persian lyrics 

as well. 

Iranian rock bands play a variety of styles within the rock genre.  Kiosk, 

previously known as Raz-e Shab, chooses classic rock as its style of music.  The band’s 

two albums follow the traditions of Dire Strait and have attracted the western media; their 

song “Roozmaregi” (Dailiness) was featured in BBC Four’s program “Rageh inside 

Iran”95.  Similar in western recognition is 127; the band has performed in and outside of 

Iran and attracted European media since 2005 with Reza Haeri’s documentary “127, an 

Iranian Band” and U.S. media with its performances in 2006 and 2008 SWSW music 

                                                 
89 http://www.kiosk-music.com/ 
90 http://www.127band.com 
91 http://www.hypernova.com 
92 www.myspace.com/yellowdogs 
93 Sohrab Mohebbi. Personal Interview. April 2008.  
94 Pittsburgh newspaper article.  
95 BBC Religion and Ethics – TV and Radio Program. “Rageh Inside Tehran.” 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/programmes/misc/ragehinsideiran.shtml 
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festivals and 2008 U.S. tour.  127 started as a five piece group each from a different 

musical background.  With a strong influence of Bob Dylan, Radiohead and The Doors, 

their music mixes elements of jazz, rock and punk with English lyrics until their third 

album96.  In their third album the band innovated and improvised with punk tunes and 

Persian lyrics and created a unique style.  Hypernova moved to the U.S. in 2007 with 

hopes of pursuing a career in rock music and stardom; since then they have performed in 

numerous venues and performed at global functions such as “Pangea Day”, appeared on 

MTV and were featured in articles in New York Times and Los Angeles Times.  They 

use alternative and indie rock similar to The Strokes and English lyrics; following a 

western hip genre and English language has helped them in gathering a large number of 

international fans.  Their debut album is scheduled to be released in Fall of 200897.      

Fusion music ($56IJ' $56��%) is a new category in Iranian music.  Yet mixing 

western and eastern elements in music is not a new innovation; numerous Iranian bands 

and artists have recorded cross-cultural tracks. Andy, a still active LA-based musician, 

recorded a duo with the famous Lebanese singer Ragheb Alama, their hit song “Yalla”, in 

addition to Persian lyrics and melody included Arabic lyrics, tabla, and a dominant 

Spanish guitar; the recent song of Arian and Chris de Burgh also fall under this genre.  

While these songs exist as a form of mixture and fusion of two contrasting elements, the 

term ‘fusion music’ refers to a more original and more involved blend of the eastern and 

western musical elements; “the art of fusion is to find similar elements in different styles 

                                                 
96 First album titled “Coming Around” 2005, second album “Full Time Job” 2006, third album Khal Punk 
2008.  They also have two compilation CDs “Subterranean Tehran Blues (127’s Selected Recordings)” 
2007, and “Magnitazdat (Songs of Terror & Hope - EP)” 2007.   
97 Hypernova. Personal interview. 5 April 2008.  
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of music and combine them naturally” says Mohsen Namjoo98.  Being fairly new in the 

Iranian music sphere, not many artists have released works in this category.  Mohsen 

Namjoo and O-Hum are credited as the first comers and trend setters in Fusion Rock.   

Moshen Namjoo’s work focuses on mixing eastern and western style of music and 

vocals.  A student of traditional Persian music from University of Tehran, he finds shared 

notes and similar elements in western styles of blues and jazz and traditional Persian 

music, and creates a new style through combining them.  He uses Persian and western 

instruments together to create this music and improvises in vocals and goes outside of the 

Persian traditions of singing.  He is innovative because unlike other musicians who create 

the melody based on the rhythm of the poem, he creates a new melody and does not 

follow the traditional rhythm of the poetry that is used as his lyrics.  He believes that the 

contrast in the society between tradition and modernity and its blend in everyday life is 

mirrored into this style of music99.  O-Hum contributes to this genre in a different way. 

Shahram Sharbaf, the founder of the band, uses Hafez poetry as lyrics to his rock music 

played with guitars, drums, tar, and daf.  Founded in 1999100, they were the first 

underground Iranian band to use the internet as a venue to distribute their music with the 

release of their first single “Darvish”.  They receive media attention through 

documentaries such as “Sound of Silence”101 and “Off Beat”102 and performed at music 

festivals in Europe.  

                                                 
98 Mohsen Namjoo in Saman Salour. "Aramesh Ba Diazepam-E 10." Iran, 2007. 
99 Ibid.  
100 O-Hum’s Website. http://o-hum.com. Accessed July 18, 2008. 
101 Hamz 2003. 
102 Mirtahmaseb, 2006. 
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Heavy Metal genre found its way into Iran through the music of leading Western 

bands such as Iron Maiden, Slayer, Metallica, and Sepultura and influenced young 

musicians such as the case with Sauron.  Despite the government’s efforts in fighting 

with this style of music and dress in Iran, numerous bands are still active in underground, 

such as TarantisT, ArthimotH, Kahtmayan, and Farzad Golpayegani; a recent study on 

this subject was conducted by Mark LeVine, and his book titled Heavy Metal Islam103 

features a chapter on Heavy Metal bands in Iran.    

Started as a small category in Persian underground music, rap is becoming the 

dominant genre.  It is the most recent and young movement in Iranian underground 

music; recent because prior to 2001 very little work had been done as Persian rap and 

none were distributed or recorded and young due to the average age of the artists and of 

its audience.  Some suggest that LA-based artist Sandy rapped in Persian with his songs 

in mid 90s, referring to his free style of lyrics and rhythm, and some find roots of rap in 

old Persian poetry and prose104. Yet, what is referred to as Persian rap today is a different 

and original genre in Persian and underground music.  This new Persian musical style 

started in 2001 by a Persian rapper outside of Iran named “Deev”, followed by a number 

of artists such as Zed Bazi, Hichkas, and Yas; thereafter numerous artists like Hesam 

Steps, Pishro, and 0111 adopted this western style of music and started writing and 

recording songs in Iran.   

                                                 
103 Mark LeVine. Heavy Metal Islam: Rock, Resistance, and the Struggle for the Soul of Islam: Crown 
Publishing Group, 2008. 
104 Mazdak AliNazari. "Bahr-E Tavil-E Rap." Nasim-e Haraz, no. 17 (2007). 
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In terms of melody and rhythm, they sometimes copy western rap artists such as 

50 Cent and Eminem and Dr. Dre and sometimes create original beats; “Even rappers in 

the west use existing beats during rap battles but in their albums they include original 

beats” says Hichkas when asked why he copies western beats for some of his songs105.  

When copied, rappers record a new song with Persian lyrics onto the existing beat, these 

‘remakes’ are popular among the listeners due to two reasons; first, the beats are famous 

and the audience have heard them on satellite TV, and second, the Persian lyrics are 

catchy and easier to understand compared to the original English lyrics; 50 Cent’s “In da 

Club” by Zed Bazi as “Mehmooni”, Akon’s “Smack that” by Hesam Steps as “Sag 

Mast”, and Jay-Z’s “Big Pimpin” by Hichkas as “Mesl-e Mar” are amongst these works. 

There are divisions within the rap and hip-hop category itself.  Nassir Mashkouri, 

an active researcher on Iranian underground music, divided the artists in this category in 

four groups; first, “street rappers” referring to the group of artists who follow Gangsta 

Rap style and use street language and “sometimes celebrates an aggressive, male, macho 

sexuality”; second, a ‘conservative and conscientious’ group who are concerned with 

social issues; mainstream hip-hop artists form the third group, and artists outside of Iran 

the fourth.  This categorization is no longer sufficient since the artists do not limit 

themselves within these categories; for example, Hichkas, categorized within the first 

group, has recorded songs that would classify him in the second group, and Zed Bazi, 

classified as street rappers, now reside outside of Iran.  A more comprehensive division 

                                                 
105 Lashkari, 2006. 
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can be based upon genres; rap, hip-hop, and hip-pop where some artists freely switch 

between genres and some only work within one genre.   

Similar to notions in western rap, in Persian rap, rap refers to works in which the 

lyrics are the focus point and they are often accompanied by a simple beat, and hip-hop is 

used as a term for works that focus less on content and more on the beat.  Hichkas is 

referred to by many as ‘Father of Persian Rap”; he can almost be compared to the western 

rappers and gangsters such as Notorious B.I.G. and Tupak Shakour.  Although he has 

recorded ‘remake songs’ and songs that fall under hip-hop, his genre is rap; he puts focus 

on words yet the beats that he uses are far from simple.  He has created a unique style of 

Persian rap combining Persian lyrics, instruments, traditional Persian music, and western 

rap beats.  Similar to western gangsters he has a following among rappers who are 

affiliated with him; a hand gesture, Tehran’s area code 021, is used as their sign and is 

connected to regional alliance.  Parallel to Hichkas, Yas prefers rap as his style.   In terms 

of theme, they both focus on socio-political issues and use rap as their vehicle of 

expression, yet Yas has also recorded songs that are similar to pop music.  Yas is also 

different from Hichkas in that he does not use gangster style of rap and allegiances.  Rap 

battles and gangster rap tend to fall into this category due to the importance given to 

words over beat.  Since rap battles and diss songs are common within rap tradition, 

numerous artists have recorded songs in this genre. 

Zed Bazi is the trend setter in Persian hip-hop and has remained the leading band 

despite emergence of other groups and artists.  They became famous with the remake of 

“In da Club” but since its release they have recorded numerous original songs similar in 
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beat to those of the west and each gained instance popularity from the listeners inside and 

outside of Iran.  They have released numerous works on copied melodies from Eminem 

and Dr. Dre, some were used to record battles and diss songs and some were remade with 

Persian lyrics.  They often use narratives of their summer memories as lyrics and their 

content breaks social taboos.  Although the trio now live in London where they attend 

college, they grew up in Tehran and they return every summer for vacations.  

A suggested third genre within the rap and hip-hop category is hip-pop106 which 

includes works of artist who mix pop and hip-hop, it has more hip-hop influence and 

hence it is not categorized with pop genre.  The popularity of these works based on the 

quantity of available songs and the fact that they are played in all parties107 and everyone 

knows them, shows that the Iranian youth prefer this style.  Hesam Steps, Tataloo, Ali 

Tarik, and 0111 are among leading figures in this genre.   

Mohamad Mehdi Mowlaei’s article “Categorizing Contents of Persian Rap” 108 

provides a comprehensive categorization in Persian rap divided by content; the following 

charts, in Persian and English, show Mowlaei’s categorization.  He first divides Persian 

rap by works that follow the social norm and Persian language (اK ه��9ر) and works that 

break these norms (AH� he then distinguishes between works that are engaged with ,(ه��9ر 

a specific issue and address a specific audience (از ��د 6< =� ��L1 ��% =<�<د) and those that 

are not ( 6 از ��د�$ < =� ��L1 =<�<د ).  From here the divisions are made by content 

resulting in twenty two subcategories.  This division is a great base for studies concerned 

                                                 
106 Reza Najafi. “Hip-Hop or Hip-Pop”. Zirzamin.com. January 2008. Accessed date. 20 March 2008. 
107 Shahrzad Badie. Personal Interview 2007.  
108 Mowlaei. 2008. (Chart and Translation by Author) 
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exclusively with the rap genre. Mowlaei’s categorization is the first detailed work done 

on Persian rap and it is intended to distinguish between rap styles.   

 
 

 
 

Fig.2 Persian Rap Categorized by Content (adapted from M. Mowlaei) 
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Fig.3 Persian Rap Categorized by Content (adopted from M. Mowlaei and translated by the 

author) 
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In an attempt to provide a system of categorization for underground music in Iran, 

Mowlaei’s categories of Persian rap are grouped and incorporated into the chart below.  It 

is proposed to overlook a division of underground music based on genres and Mowlaei’s 

first division -following or breaking the norm-, and focus on content as the main basis of 

division.  For the purpose of categorizing Iranian underground music the following 

categorization is suggested.  Mowlaei’s numbered subcategories are included here in the 

new proposed categories.  In the second chapter ‘permitted music’ was divided into five 

categories: ‘Traditionalist’, ‘Religious’, “Entertainment’, ‘Nationalist’, and ‘Socially 

Aware’, in this chapter the underground music is divided into the same categories in 

order to create a base for comparison.  

Fig.4. Categories of Underground Music by Lyrical Content 
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Underground Category: Traditionalist  

Underground music is here divided into four categories by content, yet the 

traditionalist category is formed based of stylistic similarities which set them apart from 

other underground works.  The term traditionalist is here used to refer to works of artists 

in the underground sphere that follow or incorporate traditional Persian music, classical 

Persian poetry, or traditional Persian vocal methods in their works.  These elements are 

used separately or together in the works of Mahsa Vahdat, Mohsen Namjoo and O-Hum.  

Traditional Persian music is one of the genres that the Islamic republic approves 

yet female vocalists like Mahsa Vahdat cannot perform in public for mixed audiences and 

consequently cannot record solo vocals; hence their music becomes underground.  Mahsa 

Vahdat is educated in field of music from Tehran University and has trained with some of 

the great masters of traditional Persian music and ‘Avaz’, the Persian traditional singing 

method109.  Fusing these traditions with eastern and western musical sounds and elements 

she creates a soothing and original style.  She has performed outside of Iran due to the 

limitations on female performances in Iran and her music has been featured on Persepolis 

and global music albums110.  She uses Persian folk songs, sometimes in style of Marzieh, 

as her lyrics.  While she follows the music and vocal traditions, O-Hum and Mohsen 

Namjoo choose classical Persian poetry as their lyrics and break musical traditions.  

O-hum exclusively sings poems of Hafez while Mohsen Namjoo uses a variety of 

borrowed and original words for his music.  Both are innovative with the rhythm of their 

music and neither follows the traditional rhythms that the poems themselves are written 

                                                 
109 Mahsa Vahdat. http://www.mahsavahdat.com/home.php Accessed 20 July 2008.  
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in.  This in turn shows the vocalist’s grip over the poem and its meaning; without fully 

understanding classical Persian poetry, changing the rhythm and measure could result in 

incomprehensibility.  O-Hum and Namjoo use complete poems with slight changes in 

verse order and repetition for chorus.  All of O-Hum’s albums fall into this category in 

addition to Namjoo’s “Zolf” (Hafez), “Douzakh” (Rumi), “Yar Mara” (Rumi), “Del 

Miravad ze Dastam” (Hafez), ‘Morgh-e Sokhandan” (Sa’di).  “Zolf” was approved and 

released by Ershad in his album ‘Toranj’.    

 Some underground artists borrow verses from classical Persian poetry and 

incorporate them into their songs.  Songs that are concerned with socio-political issues 

and are here categorized into ‘nationalist’ and ‘socially aware’ categories are works with 

this characteristic.  Hichkas’s debut album, “Asphalt Jungle”, features a number of songs 

that follow this trend; in “Dideh o Del” (Eye and Heart) he incorporates one of Baba 

Taher’s famous verses; 


 ���6 دل ��� ��د����د        �= ه <= د
 و دل ه دو /�� ز د�� د
دد �زادK دل �' 
�� ��Lزم ��9D061 7 ز S�Cد         ز#1 � د

 
“Beneath the tyranny of eyes and heart I cry 
For, all that eyes see, the heart stores up 
I’ll fashion me a pointed sword of steel 
Put out mine eyes, and so set free my heart”111 
 

Using a classical verse, he addresses a social issue and restates it with street language.  

Similar in function is a verse from Sa’di used by Hichkas and Yas in their rap song 

“Komak” (Help); 

                                                                                                                                                 
110 Lullabies from Axis of Evil. Kirkelig Kulturverksted. 2004 
111 Soroush Lashkari. “Dideh o Del”. Traslation by Edward Horen-Allen. ‘Asphalt Jungle’. See Appendix 
2-14 for complete lyrics.   
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" 7�UG���1$ �دم ا?� �H�        �1��D ز��K Vه"�= در �/  

 
‘Humankind are part of each other who were created from the same essence’ 

 
 

Here the artists are calling for peace and unity in the world by reminding people that we 

are created from the same essence. 

 This category is more based on stylistic choices made by artists and the result is a 

combined and fusion music.  Traditional Persian music was once the only style of music 

that accompanies these poems as it is the case in government approved music, yet 

underground musicians are using rock and rap music and changing the traditions.  These 

poems are sometimes used to criticize socio-political issues and sometimes used without 

such references regardless of their function, they create a new genre in Iranian music.        

 
Underground Category Religious  
 

Although religious music is propagated and supported by the government, there 

are underground religious songs.  “Agha Joon” (Dear Father)112 by Tohi and “Who is this 

Hussein” by Eyvan, both in praise of Imam Hussein, are examples of such songs.  Tohi 

narrates the story of Ashura and honors Imam Hussein; 

 You are the greatest martyr 
 You’ve been gone for many years 
 But your name is still alive 
 Hopefully one day I will have a chance  

To come to your pilgrimage barefooted113 
 

                                                 
112 Literary ‘Agha Joon’ translates as dear sir, however the term is used as a term of endearment towards 
one’s father or grandfather.   
113 Hussein Tohi. “Agha Joon”.  
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He uses dominant drums in his song to invoke the tunes played during Muharram with 

Dasteh and Ta’zieh groups and raps over this religious song.  Similarly Eyvan chooses 

Imam Hussein as the subject of his song and uses almost similar drums, however it 

differs from Tohi’s song; Eyvan adds a guitar and western rock elements to the music.    

  Who is this Hossein? The whole world is crazy about him 
What kind of light is he that attracts all 
Whenever I pass his face is manifested 
Whenever I look I see his gait114 

 
Other works in this category include Bahram’ “Adhan” about Ramadan and the sound of 

adhan, the call to prayer recited daily at times of prayer.  

 
 
Underground Category: Unattached / Entertainment  
(‘Relationship, Love & Lust’, ‘Nightlife and Drugs’, and ‘Gangsta Rap’) 
 
 This category refers to songs that are unconcerned with socio-political issues and 

are similar in content to western pop and hip-hop music.   However, their superficial 

content does not take away from their importance in underground music.  In Iranian 

society, based on tradition and the imposed Islamic social norms, pop music is limited 

and controlled in content.  Until Khatami, singing about love and longing that was not 

addressed to God was forbidden, yet even after the allowance of such contents, artists are 

socially and traditionally not free to express themselves in certain fashions.  In love songs 

the trend and norm is for the singer, often male, to sing about how the beloved’s eyes, the 

flow of her hair, and so on are provoking his feelings of love and yearning, in 

underground music artists dare to talk more about their relationships and lust, hence 

                                                 
114 Eyvan. “In Hossein Kist” (Who is this Hussein). See Appendix 2-15 for complete lyrics 
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breaking social taboos.  Underground pop artists compose the majority in this 

subcategory followed by hip-hop artists; Ali Ashabi’s works are dominantly in this genre, 

Pani a female rap/hip-hop artists’ song titled “Ghiamat” is also an example of such 

works.  Mohsen Yeganeh, Mohsen Chavoshi and Rezaya are among artists who have 

recorded songs in this category. 

Singing about sex, drugs and alcohol is another social taboo that underground 

artists have broken.  Zed Bazi, a group of three young adults in their early twenties, is the 

first to use this level of slang and cursing in their music.  Their name is familiar to almost 

all teenagers in Iran and their music is played at parties, gatherings, and is heard from the 

car stereos in the streets115. Their fame is due to the beat of their music and lyrics; the 

beats are similar to western rap and in some cases they are copied, and the lyrics are 

dominantly about the night life of the youth in Iran.  Their party habits include sex, drugs, 

and alcohol.  This genre is not limited to works of Zed Bazi, other rapper and hop-hop 

artists have also released a number of works.  This theme is mainly seen in rap and hip-

hop and rarely in other underground music genres.  Artists who have released works in 

this category have been heavily criticized by many; some criticize the sexual portrayal of 

women in these works, some aim at the usage of obscene and cuss words in the lyrics and 

regard it as taboo in terms of language and society, and some criticize the ‘promotion’ of 

drug usage in these works.  

                                                 
115 Badie. 2007. 
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Women are sexually portrayed in songs concerned with parties and nightlife.  

Rappers use detailed narrative when describing the girls, dance moves, speak directly and 

indirectly about sex; and speak explicitly about their sexual intentions:     

It got hot here, take off your tight pants 
or do you want me to tie you to the bed 
so you won’t leave me ever 

 … 
The girls want the cock 
and this is why they come from so far116 

 
The girl likes the wetness of your kisses on her ears;  
Sijal has come and he wants to be in a good mood;  
The girl that he picks up has to have blond ass hair 

 … 
 Let’s go to the room and see what a cock I have 
 … 

I got drunk and drugged and screwed this chick 
Didn’t realize the girl I picked up was so young 
Anyway right when I put the girl on my cock 
To my bad luck the cops busted the party117 

 
These lyrics from Zed Bazi are a small sample of works with the above characteristics.   

Bita Ria criticizes the portrayal of women in Persian rap and works of Zed Bazi in 

particular; “There is enough damage done to women’s rights in Iran, … and now this 

popular genre [rap] is being used to reinforce these same issues, that , it is okay for a 

woman to be abused and they encourage unprotected sex in their music.”  She continues, 

“this sort of music is not only a shame to Iranian women but also as embarrassment to 

those men that want and respect independent and educated women”118.  Nassir Mashkouri 

                                                 
116 Zed Bazi. “Bi Hess”. 
117 Zed Bazi. “Berim Faza”. See Appendix 2-16 for complete lyrics. 
118 Bita Ria. Swearing Rappers: Abusing Women must not become the New Entertainment”. Iranian.com. 
14 June 2007. Accessed 20 July 2007. http://www.iranian.com/ita/2007/june/rap/index.html.    
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has named “Baghevahsh” by Tatalloo, Pishro, and Tohi as one of the songs that belittles 

women, but does not go as far as Bita Ria in his criticism.  

 Speaking about drugs, especially in a popular song that is setting the trend for its 

young audience, is also a criticized theme.  Drugs have plagued the Iranian society for 

years and it has spread to the young generation.  Opium and hashish were the dominant 

drugs in the society during the Iran-Iraq war and have been ever since.  Even before the 

revolution this was a trend in popular movies; Googoosh’s “Dar Emtedad-e Shab” is one 

the movies that show the usage of opium in a party as a norm in Iranian nightlife.  

Unfortunately these are not the only drugs available in Iran today; the youth use uppers 

and psychedelic drugs like cocaine, acid, and ecstasy at parties and now the underground 

musicians sing about it.  Zed Bazi is again a leading group in this theme; they start one of 

their hit songs, “Berim Faza” (Let’s get high), with these lines as chorus: 

 Lines of cocaine and ecstasy, don’t act like you’re too cool; 
So everyone can get high like Sijal and Wilson and MJ  
Don’t bring a negative vibe here;  
Take some more acid if your ‘highness’ goes away 
Let’s get high119 
 
The criticism is aimed at how drug usage seems to be promoted in these songs.  

Some believe that opium and hashish, which are downers, were distributed since the 

revolution to prevent popular uprisings against the government policies.  “No matter the 

type of drug, when the youth are high of drugs they won’t be productive in any way” says 

Shiva120.  In the above song, Zed Bazi differ between downer and upper drugs;  

   Who says anyone who does drugs is sad 

                                                 
119 Zed Bazi. “Berim Fazaa”. 
120 Shiva Sarmadi. Personal Interview. 28 June 2008.  
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We sniff up the powder with our nostrils 
We jump up and down like a crow121 
 

In both excerpts, the usage of drugs is portrayed as a cool and hip action and the listener 

is provoked to follow in the footsteps of the artists.  In western rap artists speak of 

smoking marijuana and in some cases it can be seen as one of the dominant themes in the 

genre and rap and hip-hop.  In Persian rap marijuana is not the dominant drug and is 

replaced by cocaine and ecstasy, yet there are works such as Felakat’s “Man Kheng 

Shodam” (I’ve become dumb) that speak of getting high on hashish122.  Talk of drugs 

sometimes takes the form of social criticism in Kiosk’s “Minibus-e Sabz” (The Green 

Minibus) and Mohsen Namjoo’s “Diasepam-e 10” (Valium 10mg) 

  The rap tradition of battles and diss songs also falls under the entertainment 

category.  The majority of artists in this music genre have recorded songs belittling 

others, boasting about themselves, and responses to diss songs about them.  It is not a 

surprise that Zed Bazi has been active in this genre.  As a trend setter in Persian hip-hop, 

their works have been copied and made into parodies by new comers in this genre; as a 

response Zed Bazi has recorded songs belittling the copied works and boasting about 

their unique style and talent.  Zed Bazi’s “Ahangemoon Khodas” (Our Song is the Best) 

123and Hichkas’s “Pedar Khandeh” (Godfather) are example of songs of self praise.  

Songs in this style often create a thread of songs in response to each other.  A group of 

girls included the beat and name of Zed Bazi in a parody, hence Zed Bazi recorded a song 

‘dissing’ them in return “Diss-e Ajili”; similar to this is the exchange of songs between 

                                                 
121 Zed Bazi. “Berim Fazaa”. 
122 Hashish is cheaper than marijuana and is widely used among the youth.  
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Zed Bazi and a duo male rappers but here the song ends on a violent note to demonstrate 

the end: 

Don’t come towards me ‘cause you white T-shirt will become the flag of Japan124 

Similar to Zed Bazi, Hesam Steps recorded songs ‘dissing’ Amir Tatalloo and Hichkas, 

questioning Hichkas’s title as “father of Persian rap”.   

 

Underground Category: Engaged 

 In contrast to the superficial themes discussed above are songs that deal with 

politics and society.  Not having a voice in the society they live in, the young ‘children of 

revolution’ have resorted to music as a vehicle of self expression.  They write and sing 

about problems they face in their daily lives from international politics to celebrity 

gossip.  In these songs they react to international policies and events that change their 

daily lives and internal economy and its effects and hope to be heard.  Songs in this 

category are grouped into ‘Nationalist/Politically Aware’ and ‘Socially Aware’.   

 

Nationalist / Politically Aware 

 Similar to artists in the approved music sphere, underground artists have recorded 

songs which are patriotic in nature.  One can infer that the lyrics have a purpose of 

pleasing the government and preventing possible censorship and hostility toward the 

artists.  Patriotic songs in the underground sphere emerged with the U.S. war with Iraq 

and talks of possible attack on Iran; however, since international debates on Iran’s 

                                                                                                                                                 
123 The literary translation of this title is ‘our music is god’. In this context the translation is based on youth 
slang terms. “Khodas” is slang for ‘the best’, ‘the ultimate’.   
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nuclear energy development, underground artists have recorded numerous songs in favor 

of Iran’s rights in this matter.  They take the form of resistance against possible attacks 

and defend Iran’s nuclear program, some go beyond Iran and critique wars and unrest in 

the world, and some critique the false portrayal of Iranians while using a nationalist 

discourse; therefore this category is titled nationalist and politically aware.  

 Nationalist sentiments are provoked in songs such as Yas’s “Hoviat-e Man” (My 

Identity).  Yas revives the grandeur of Iranian civilization in historical context and 

awakens a lost pride in the hearts of the Iranian nation through  referencing Cyrus the 

Great and the first bill of rights, ancient civilization, and Persepolis.  This is a common 

thread in Persian rap and is not limited to any artist: 

It was Cyrus the Great that started the peace 
Freeing the Jewish from the grip of Babylon 
Cyrus the Great wrote the first bill of human rights 
That is why I carry my esteem and great pride  
For my Iran125 
 

Similarly this element of nationalism in seen in Hichkas’s song titled “Vatan Parast” 

(Patriot): 

It’s a cat now but it used to be a tiger 
With what grandeur this tiger was  
Stretched from west to east 
Land of civilization in right here126 

In the two excerpts above, the civilization and land of Iran are used as a tool to stir a 

national pride.  With mentioning Cyrus the Great, Yas is reminding the Iranians of their 

suppressed Persian identity while it also advocates peace and anti racial discrimination, 

                                                                                                                                                 
124 Zed Bazi. “Diss Back”.  
125 Yas. “Hoviat-e Man” (My Identity). See Appendix 2-17 for complete lyrics. 
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whereas Hichkas plays on the glory of Persian Empire using land and its immensity.  

Since the map of Iran is in the shape of a sitting cat, cat and tiger are used as metaphors 

when referring to the land of Iran127.  Hichkas warns the audience and reassures them 

about Iran’s strength despite its loss of land. 

The incitement of a national pride is not limited to historical context and the past; 

some artists also use the flag as a unifying symbol.  Although a nation’s flag is one of the 

foremost symbols of a nation or a nation-state, in the case of Iran it has been used to 

create separation and tension between different political groups.  These separations are 

based on the symbol on the flag; the Iranian flag before the Islamic revolution had a 

golden lion with a sword in his hand and a sun raising behind the lion, after the revolution 

the symbol was changed to a golden circular symbol which reads “Allah”, the Arabic 

word for God.  Since 1979, political groups have used either flag to show their allegiance 

where the old flag is used to articulate disagreement with the Islamic republic.  However, 

in the context of nationalism in Persian rap the flag is not specified and it is used as a 

national symbol under which Iranians should unite.  The excerpt below is taken from 

Hichkas’s song titled “Baa Ham” (Together) and it shows the usage of flag in this 

context:  

Let’s put our hands in each other’s hands and plant the flag up high 
…  
Let’s give this three colored flag a soul 
Let’s take this flag to the mountain top hand in hand128 
 

                                                                                                                                                 
126 Soroush Lashkari. “Vatan Parast” (Patriot). See Appendix 2-18 for complete lyrics. 
127 Point to be made that the artist used tiger and not lion, a difference made in the connotation of the 
metaphor. Lion refers to the symbol on Iran’s flag prior to the 1979 Islamic revolution.  
128 Soroush Lashkari. “Ba Ham” (Together). See Appendix 2-19 for complete lyrics. 
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In addition to the flag, rap artists show their own patriotism and national pride to unify 

the audience:   

You want a patriot and here I am 
I’m not alone there are many like me 
They will take my place when I’m absent  
There are 70mil. men, women and children 
They’re alert so no one steals the pride  
and the flag doesn’t come down 
We are paying close attention 
The result is that Iran’s enemy should be foolish 
Because this land has true devotees everywhere129 

 
The title of the song “��C ABو” (Patriot) literally translated into ‘one who worships the 

motherland’ and it is repeated in the excerpt above reinforcing this nationalist sentiment 

that unites the Iranian population.  It continues to suggest that Iran’s 70 million 

population will unite under the nation’s flag against the enemy and that they are willing 

to sacrifice their lives for their country.  This latter point is reinforced throughout the 

song with the chorus where the artist takes an oath to prove his willingness to die for his 

country; 

Swear, Swear on the clean blood of Siavash 
On the name of Iran and its land 
That I will give my life for this land130 
 

Reveal, the son of the late photo journalist Kaveh Golestan, is an active Iranian rapper in 

London.  He has recorded a few tracks with Hichkas, mixing Persian and English 

languages to reach a wider audience.  He follows Hichkas in the above song; 

 
 Persian blood is in my veins I live and die for Iran 

If it’s war I take up arms and fight for Iran131 

                                                 
129 Soroush Lashkari. “Vatan Parast” (Patriot).  
130 Ibid.  
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Along with the nationalist discourse comes a narrative of political events.  They 

criticize politics and politicians, speak in favor of nuclear energy development, resist the 

threat of an attack, and defend their international rights and identity.  Reveal goes as far 

as accusing George Bush of being responsible for the destruction of the twin towers on 

September 11, 2001;   

 For centuries we went in peace but they won’t let us be  
Now they're telling me we ain’t allowed to have nuclear energy  
Them bredders are Devil-breed so we see them as enemies  
They'd rather see us rest in pieces than see us progress in peace132 

Knowing the political state of anti-terrorism, in order to protect himself from the anti-

terrorist laws he says: 

We won’t allow them to kill my people  
Usually good hearted and peaceful but now I'm evil  
Couldn't imagine killing for a better cause and I'm just speaking my mind  
Please don't arrest me under your terror laws 133 

Hichkas sings a similar section in the same song before giving the microphone back to 

Reveal: 

Their excuse now is the nuclear energy 
Say why you have nuclear weapon yourself 
Occupying Iran is not easy134  

 

Nuclear energy development and the west’s disapproval of it and attempts to stop Iran 

from this development have affected the Iranian people and the rap artists have taken a 

defensive stance.  “Energy-e Hasteh-i” (Nuclear Energy) by 0111135  is another example; 

                                                                                                                                                 
131 Ibid. 
132 Ibid. 
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 Nuclear energy is the indisputable right of the Iranian people 
… 
They put sanctions on Iran  
What do they want to prove? 
… 
Now look at me I wanna talk about the US 
What do you want from us? 
If you have the guts, come in our land 
We will kill you so it’ll be a lesson for others 136  

In this song they use the Iran-Iraq war of 1980s as an example of the courage of the 

Iranian people.  This element in Persian rap along with their support of the nuclear energy 

program aligns them with the Islamic government: 

Have you forgotten the eight years of war between Iran and Iraq  
Where each of you got done [lost]137 
 

Parallel to 0111, in the song titled “Ready”, Zed Bazi uses war in the same context and 

incorporates a hymn composed by Ahangaran during the eight years of Iran-Iraq war to 

strengthen it: 

We Iranians are all patriots 
We saw eight years of ‘holy war’ 
If you come now there are still loaders and riffles  
… 
O army of “Mahdi” be ready 
For a relenting war be ready138 

 
They are also similar to Reveal in accusing America but in this context they compare 

America to the Nazis: 

You want to come from America 

                                                                                                                                                 
133 Ibid.  
134 Ibid. 
135 0111 is a group of young men from the northern province of Iran, from city of Babol and the band is 
name after the city’s area code.   
136 0111. “Energy-e Hasteh-i” (Nuclear Energy). See Appendix 2-20 for complete text of the lyrics.  
137 Ibid. 
138 Zed Bazi. “Amadeh” (Ready). See Appendix 2-21 for complete lyrics. 
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To start a war in Asia 
Killing people like Nazis is enough 
Are you unaware of the hunger in Africa139 

 
Along with threats of possible attacks on Iran the western media painted a unique 

picture of Iran and Iranians as an oppressed nation who need to be freed from the 

religiously fanatic oppressors; Iranians are also portrayed as terrorists in the context of 

US’s war against terrorism.  Rap, as the leading genre in the ‘nationalist and politically 

aware’ category, has contributed to this theme as well by works of Baztab and Orod, both 

works titled “Terrorist”.  However, 127’s song “My Sweet Little Terrorist Song” in the 

rock genre illustrates this point in a different way.  Unlike the rap artists, 127 does not 

take an offensive stance against the west in his song and chooses English for writing and 

singing his lyrics and instead uses a sarcastic tone.  The song captures portrayals of 

Iranians by the west.  Since September 11, 2001 Middle Easterners and especially 

Iranians have had a hard time obtaining visas to U.S. and European countries; Sohrab, the 

lead singer of 127, refers to this point in the following excerpt: 

Legally I’m no body when I cross the border I’m somebody me 
My international rights are some politician’s thoughts140  
 

Here he speaks of personal experience; many bands including 127 have been invited to 

perform at music festivals in the U.S and Europe, while some have obtained visas, many 

have missed their performance dates and airline tickets and 127 is no stranger to these 

problems.  Sohrab sees the reason behind visa issues in being of Middle Eastern decent 

and the false portrayal of Middle Easterners due to the events of September 11th.  A 

                                                 
139 Ibid. 
140 Sohrab Mohebbi. “My Sweet Little Terrorist Song”.  See Appendix 2-22 for complete lyrics 
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similarity in these works across genres is that they speak of other terror acts done by 

western powers and deny the blame put on Iranians.  

I just wanna watch Dylan play live 
I won’t fly into pentagon alive 

 … 
But when they went to Afghanistan or fight to flee Iraq 
When it boomed in Japan 
And all those years of Vietnam 
I wasn’t even born  
… 
From the axis of evil 
I’m the white head of the devil 

 … 
I’m a terrorist though I haven’t killed anyone yet 
I’m a suicidal bomb 
Be careful I might go off at the end of this song!141 

 
Reiterating historical events in which the US is perceived as guilty for in this song is 

similar to the rap songs “Terrorist”; in both, the artists repaint pictures of war shots 

shown on Aljazeera.  Sarcasm is seen in the last part of the song when he warns the 

listener of a possible self explosion.  

 When artists speak of misportrayals of Iranians in western media, the motion 

picture 300 and the negative response of Iranian communities in the west and Iran comes 

to mind.  In the song above, Sohrab hints at it: 

 We appear on their TV shows 
Like creatures from another planet142 

 
Yas’ rap song “Hoviyat-e Man” (My Identity) is a response to the misrepresentation of 

Persians in the movie ‘300’.  Although the maker of this movie is the accused, he serves 

as a metaphor for all who belittle the glorious ancient Persian civilization: 

                                                 
141 Ibid. 
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You want to say that we came  
from generations of Barbarians? 
So take a look then to Persepolis  
You're showing Iran's name in vain 
So yours could be written big on a cover of a Disk? 
I know why you wrote this film "300" 
… 
In this sensitive air and bad atmosphere 
You want to start fishing in dirty waters 
But this I tell you in its original language 
Iran will never be spoiled and surrendered143 

 
In the aftermath of the movie’s release many Iranians wrote petitions and criticized the 

movie on their personal websites and blogs for its representation of Persians as 

barbarians; this song echoes those sentiments and speaks of the ancient glory of the 

Persian empire in its defense.  Yas also attacks the west but, unlike previous rap songs, 

for its market based media not its war crimes.  He continues in his song to call on 

Iranians to unite and fight against those who belittle and misrepresent their heritage at 

this time of turmoil; 

Whatever part of the world you live my fellow Iranian 
And til your blood flows through you 
Don't allow yourself to be impartial  
To anyone can fooling around with your heritage  
The history of Iran is my identity 
Iran – protecting your name is my intent144 

 
The above excerpt shows Yas’ national pride and attempt in resisting the west and uniting 

the Iranian nation.     

Due in part to how Iran is affected by international politics, the youth are aware of 

world issues and this is conveyed in their music.  Yas’s song titled “Donyay-e bi Rahm” 

                                                                                                                                                 
142 Ibid. 
143 Yas. “Hoviyat-e Man” (My Identity). 
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(Merciless World) criticizes use of religion as an excuse for wars and condemns those 

who do: 

Islam says keep peace near and conflict away 
Islam never said to say Allah o Akbar (God is great) and decapitate 
Islam says end all your wars;  
It never said to bomb the towers and Pentagon145 
 

He also criticizes the Arab-Israeli conflict when he says: 

Moses never said to stand over a praying man and pull the trigger 
From young and old, babies in need of diapers and mother’s milk  
Why does it rain missiles and bullets on them?  
Sounds of tanks, missiles and screams everywhere 
Sends a message of an unfair war146  
  

He narrates actual events and paints a vivid picture of what all saw on Aljazeera and 

criticizes them with hopes to awaken the audience and to make people find a solution to 

the numerous problems in the world: 

Remember the father and his son cowering by the wall?  
Tears falling, holding his son; Bullets everywhere 
In an instant, fear aside, he begged for mercy, screaming: 
I come in peace. This is my son! Can’t you see? Listen to me! 
The little angel crying, scared to death hung to dad for his dear life 
But I couldn’t hear him anymore drowned in blood in daddy’s arm is all I saw147 
 
 
In a reaction to political issues that surround them, the underground artists 

become active and through their lyrics strive to be heard.  Grandeur of ancient Persia, 

Cyrus the great, the flag, and even nuclear energy become their tools to unite Iranians 

against the west.  In this category the blame is on the west and external threats while Iran 

is presented as a united nation that will stand strong against those threats.  In its 

                                                                                                                                                 
144 Ibid. 
145 Yas. “Donya-e bi Rahm” (Merciless World). See Appendix 2-23 for complete lyrics. 
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opposition are songs that deal with internal issues within the Iranian society and the 

government and paint a different image of Iran.   

 

Socially Aware 

Underground artists have found a vehicle through which they speak about their 

society and its problems.  They critique the society in which they live through narrating 

everyday life in Tehran, loss of identity, conflicting social values, drugs, and events that 

upset the society through their music.  A few like Hichkas and Sohrab have chosen to 

narrate their own lives and the limitations they face as a critique.  Hichkas mixes his rap 

lyrics and a popular song “Oon Manam” (That’s me) by the pre-revolutionary singer 

Googoosh to speak of himself and the limitations that he meets everyday in the modern 

Tehran society;  

 He who all the clouds of the world live in his eyes 
He’s compelled to smile but he’s full of tears 
He who is a stranger in his own city although friends with a world 
… 
His cry is kept in his chest and won’t let out 
Each one of his stories and each tear is long and the world his audience148   

 
While these are borrowed from the original track, Hichkas raps about his life and how he 

lives in the society and used the above excerpt as chorus.  In this style, 127 released the 

song “Man Kiam?” (Who am I?) in the band’s album “Khaal Punk”.  It is a unique work 

in Persian music; it mixes rock, punk and Persian Khaltour genres with critical lyrics on 

                                                                                                                                                 
146 Ibid. 
147 Ibid. 
148 Ardalan Sarfaraz. “Oon Manam”. Sang by Googoosh. See Appendix 2-24 for complete lyrics.  
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society in Persian.  In his song, Sohrab simply narrated his life experience in the fields of 

theatre and music;  

I sometimes played the role of Yusef and sometimes Farhad 
I’ve played roles of kings and shepherds  
I’ve directed and written stories 
I’ve been a prompter and sometimes in the makeup crew 

 … 
I became a singer for a while among friends, I complained and poured out my 
heart  
I played Persian and western instruments 
I did whatever they asked me149 

 
He has tried everything in the field and dealt with the ups and downs of life.  He finds his 

interest in music and intellectual writings in criticism of his surroundings.  But his words 

and style of music are not accepted and this drives him to solitude;   

 Eventually I decided to release an album 
So I went to that place but they refused me 
I’ve been insulted and offended many times 
Since no one appreciates our hard work 
I’m fed up with culture and left the art centers150  

 
And he asks: 
 
 Who am I? what am I? who is he? what is this?151   
 

While these two artists choose an autobiographical style for their lyrics, some 

speak directly of issues they face in their daily lives. Soroush Lashkari chose the name 

“Hichkas” (No Body) in order to declare the importance given to names in the 

materialistic Iranian society152.  His work deals with and speaks about street life and 

social issues of the middle and low classes.  He uses the street language and slang in his 

                                                 
149 Sohrab Mohebbi. “Man Kiam”. See Appendix 2-25 for complete lyrics.  
150 Ibid. 
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songs and incorporates traditional Iranian music and instrument within his rap beat.  The 

song “Tiripe Ma” (Our ‘Way’) and “Ye Mosht Sarbaz” (Bunch of Soldiers) are examples 

of songs that speak of street life; 

 Kids are in the street but don’t stay long 
‘cause they know how dangerous the streets are 
But there’s no one to warn the kids153 
 
We’re a bunch of soldiers with master degrees from the best university in Iran  
I mean the street not formal education 
I chose the pavement over a school chair154 
 

Despite the high literacy rate in Iran, some are obliged to enter the working sphere at a 

young age to provide for their families due to economical issues.  Pishro also sings on 

this matter in “Jahannam-e Saket” (hard Hell).  Class difference in Tehran’s society is 

tangible and one can not help but notice the opposing images even when wandering in the 

streets.  

  The kid wants to play with an orphan but dad doesn’t allow it;  
The orphan’s clothes are dirty because he only has one 
… 
All are next to each other, the poor and the rich in a taxi;  
All of them want to get out of paying the bill 
… 
You must be blind not to see the poverty everywhere  
Or the prostitution in the street corners155  
 
The economy has affected the society more than merely creating different social 

classes.  In their song “Sobh Shod” (It’s Morning) Kiosk criticizes the relentless state of 

society in which they live: 

                                                                                                                                                 
151 Ibid. 
152 Nassir Mashkouri. "Tirip-e Hichkas Tirip-e Madomi-e Rap-e Farsi."  (2007), www.zirzamin.se. 
153 Soroush Lashkari. “Tiripe Ma”.See Appendix 2-26 for complete lyrics. 
154 Soroush Lashkari. “Ye Mosht Sarbaz” (Bunch of Soldiers). See Appendix 2-27 for complete lyrics.  
155 Soroush Lashkari. “Ekhtelaf” (Difference). See Appendix 2-28 for complete lyrics.  
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 It is morning, we have to wake up; It’s repetitious from the beginning  
I don’t have money and my account, like the promises, is empty… 

 … 
Closed windows, digital loves 
Hearth of family, fugitive daughters 

 … 
The development elevator is stuck between levels/classes 
His fun and vacation abroad, his business in UAE156 

 
Similar to this song is 127’s “Mellat-e Sarfaraz” (Proud Nation).  Recent government 

policies on gas in Iran have created a social unrest; to the artist everything seems to be 

distributed is shares;  

The sun rises in morning and sets at night 
Take your share and keep your head down 
Unfortunate if you run out of your stipend  
Get out of there if you are still sane157 

 
This stillness in the society has affected the youth lifestyle. Kiosk is amongst the groups 

who speak of lifestyles chosen by the youth in Iran; they use slang often used by the 

youth in everyday life mixed with satire to criticize it.  Their hit song, “Roozmarregi” 

(Dailiness), criticizes the social standards that have become dominant in the society and 

to some extent is similar to the works of Shahkar Binesh-Pajouh158 in that they both 

condemn the fruitfulness and materialistic way of life in modern Iran: 

 Money means philosophy of existence;  
If you have it you exist; if you don’t you never existed  

  … 
Personality means your cellular phone 
Your home address or the brand of your pantaloon”159 

 
 “The secret of fountain of youth is suction and lifting 

                                                 
156 Arash Sobhani. “Sobh Shod” (It’s Morning). See Appendix 2-29 for complete lyrics. 
157 Sohrab Mohebbi. “Mellat-e Sarfaraz” (Proud Nation). See Appendix 2-30 for complete lyrics.  
158 Refer to Chapter II.  
159 Arash Sobhani.“Roozmaregi” (Dailiness). See Appendix 2-31 for Complete lyrics. 
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Beauty is only plastic surgery  
Manliness is based on figure and body building 
Does one become a man without tire and ring?!160 
 

This materialist view of life has become dominant in the society; instead of planning their 

lives and choosing a career, the youth follow these social trends and become 

unproductive in the society.  Kiosk’s classic rock genre and lyrics that are crammed with 

sarcastic remarks are popular among educated higher social classes and especially Iranian 

communities abroad.    

 Specific events that distress the society are the subject of number of underground 

songs.  Zahra Amir-Ebrahimi’s sex tape scandal, in 2006, created turmoil and unrest in 

the society.  Awaiting the trial and the results were taunting the private and public 

spheres in Tehran161.  A young, single, female actress was seen on a recorded sex tape 

that was distributed on the internet and burnt on CDs for sale.  Her ex-boyfriend, who did 

not anticipate the consequences he was made to face, distributed the video in hopes of 

ruining Zahra’s career.  In result, Zahra lost her career, privacy, and life, unable to obtain 

a job in media due to restrictions that Ershad put on her; she is barred from appearing of 

stage “  
 WMع ا���% /��Z,Mع ا���% ”, and the ex-boyfriend fled the country when sentenced 

to jail.     

Belonging to the artist community, many artists showed their support for Zahra; 

Mohsen Namjoo, Yas, and Farinaz recorded and distributed songs of empathy for Zahra 

and criticism of the distributer; 

                                                 
160 Arash Sobhani. “Zorba-ye Malayeri”. See Appendix 2-32 for complete lyrics.  
161 Nazafarin Malektojjar. Personal Interview. 2006. 
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Choose where you bestow thy grace, 
Else I’ll wallow in disgrace. 
… 
Don’t become known to all in this town 
Else I’ll find the ocean, myself drown 
… 
Have mercy upon me and compassion, 
Else hear the infamy of my passion162 
 

Namjoo reinterprets Hafez’s ghazal and uses it to speak of the events.  He shifts from 

speaking to Zahra to speaking for Zahra; in the excerpt above, in the first two sections, 

Namjoo is addressing Zahra and reprimanding her for putting herself in that situation 

while in the last section he seems to speak for her and ask for forgiveness and mercy for 

her.  Namjoo stays in his style of fusion rock, incorporating western beats and 

instruments with improvised traditional Persian singing styles.  Yas and Farinaz are 

similar in the way they both reacted to the subject; they both use rap and attack the 

video’s distributer and its audience for their contribution to the event while showing 

empathy for Zahra;  

How she felt when all her dreams died  
And her reputation was destroyed  
No one understood how she felt when she saw her death   
Between the loud crowds no one heard her scream 
… 
How could we play with a girl’s reputation 
She is depressed and alone 
… 
Pride died with a dagger in someone’s hand   
We al helped him and will be with him in hell 
… 
To the guy, how bad can you be?  
What you did was as bad as throwing acid on her face 
… 
For those who are still thirsty for more  

                                                 
162 Mohsen Namjoo. “Zolf”. See Appendix 2-33 for complete lyrics. 
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I tell you don’t think twice, break the CD163 
 

With this song, Yas affected people’s perceptions of the events and this change has 

resulted in erasing and breaking the sex CD that was distributed164.  Farinaz, a female 

rapper outside of Iran follows Yas in genre and style of rapping and credits his song 

above in her song on the same subject.   

Yas has also sung about the earthquake in the city of Bam.  This catastrophe 

ruined the archeological sites and destroyed numerous houses and lives and attracted 

international human resource groups and activists.  He recently received the Ershad’s 

approval in releasing an album in Iran, according to his interview with BBC Persian’s 

Behzad Bolour, took him close to three years to obtain the approval from the ministry; his 

lyrics appealed to the Ershad’s committees in obtaining the approval165 but he is still 

dealing with problems with his beats166.   

The Islamic government’s restrictions on music resulted in people playing music 

in homes and private settings away from the eyes of officials; some just for the joy of 

heart and some professionally.  Since 2001 these musicians have used the internet as a 

venue to get recognition and distribute their music.  They use a variety of genres from 

traditional Persian music to rap and speak their minds from relationship problems to 

today’s socio-political issues that affect their daily lives.  Their choice of genre and in 

some cases their content that breaks social taboos prevents them from obtaining a 

distribution permit from the Ershad however it has not stopped them from recording their 

                                                 
163 Yas. “CD ro Beshkan” (Break the CD). See Appendix 2-34 for complete lyrics.  
164 Yas. Email to author. 2006. 
165 Behzad Bolour. "Mardi Be Nam-e Yas." BBC Persian  (2006),  Access Date February 2008. 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/persian/seventhday/story/2006/09/060909_bs_yas.shtml.  
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music.  It has been suggested by some that works that are concerned with socio-political 

issues have a purpose of pleasing the government; the Ershad is known to have offered to 

give permits to bands if they included songs with certain content in their album; 127 was 

asked to sing a national anthem and a song in critique of addiction167.   

                                                                                                                                                 
166 Yas, 2006. 
167 Sohrab Mohebbi. Email communication with author.  
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CHAPTER V – CONCLUSIONS 

 

The study of popular and youth culture can not be done without looking into the 

private sphere in the case of Iran.  Since the 1979 Islamic revolution, Iranian society is 

controlled by the government, forcing certain activities and discourses into the private 

sphere.  These restrictions have caused Iranians to live dual lives in public and private 

settings.  While published works on Iran often present the public aspects of life, this 

thesis looks at lyrics of the music produced in Iran to get an insight into the youth’s 

private lives.  Both authorized and underground musical genres and lyrical content are 

presented to show the difference between the two spheres while at the same time showing 

similarities between the two.  The research presented in this thesis suggests the lyrics of 

contemporary Iranian music as a source for understanding the issues concerning the 

Iranian young population today.  The lyrical analysis of both authorized and underground 

music shows that social, economic, and political issues affect the content of music and 

the artists use their music as a vehicle of self-expression and resistance.     

Music genres, in the years following the revolution and during the Iran-Iraq war, 

were limited to religious eulogies, revolutionary, and war marches.  With the end of war 

and the change of power to Ali Khamenei, traditional Persian music was revived.  This 

promotion of traditional Persian music, as part of a campaign against ‘the cultural 

aggression of the West’ strengthened traditional Persian music and caused its growth.  In 

addition, in line with its mission to promote an Islamic Iranian culture and identity, The 

Ershad’s Council of Evaluation of Music supported regional and Iranian music and 
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discouraged the usage of Western musical elements and instruments.  These policies 

helped the growth of this genre and popularized Persian instruments.  However, after the 

1997 presidential elections, restriction on music lessened and the Iranian pop genre 

resurfaced, gaining instant popularity, dominating the music sphere.  It followed the 6/8 

beat (Khaltour) of Persian pop music of the pre-revolution period and catered to the 

demanding market for such music in Iran.  Additionally, during Khatami’s presidency, 

female musicians entered the public sphere with traditional musicians and the first pop 

band since the revolution, Arian.  Female musicians and vocalists today have a separate 

division within the music sphere due to the limitations set of their recordings and 

performance.  

 In terms of lyrical content, authorized music is limited to the Ershad approved 

subjects.  Religious and revolutionary themes dominated for most of 80s in Iranian public 

sphere and with the revival of traditional Persian music, classical Persian poetry and few 

folk songs were used as lyrics.  Promotion of traditional Persian music and hence 

classical poetry caused a greater understanding of classical Persian poetry and brought 

focus onto the complex meaning of this literature.  The ban on earthly and carnal love as 

a subject for poetry and musical lyrics also led some artists to use classical and sufi 

poetry in praise of the divine beloved as metaphors to sing about the ‘banned love’.  

However with the social changes during Khatami’s presidency, restrictions on the lyrical 

content of music also lessened and numerous pop artists recorded and released love 

songs; these works dominated the market and met the demands of the Iranian youth.  

Some bands like Arian used this popular love theme and sang songs in praise of Iran and 
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set the trend for nationalist songs.  Additionally, Iran’s soccer team’s participation in 

recent World Cups created a pretext for the growth of a new nationalist theme.  In 

contrast to these themes, in the public sphere of music, are a small number of songs that 

are concerned with socio-economical issues and criticize the dominating materialist 

views and values in the society.  Shahkar Binesh-Pajouh’s songs are parodies of popular 

Persian and Western songs mixed with sarcastic lyrics that mock the materialistic life of a 

stratum of the society in Tehran.  This latter theme in the authorized music paints a 

different picture of the Iranian society. 

 While most of the growth in Iranian authorized music is seen as a result of the 

Ershad’s policies, the underground music has evolved despite these policies.  Chapter 

four focused on the development of underground music from garage bands to the 

contemporary notion of underground groups and presented the existing genres.   

Underground music genres are often Western or mix Persian and Western musical 

elements, creating a genre of fusion music.  Given that the Ershad’s policies prohibit 

Western styles of music in the public sphere, the underground artists are not bound to 

these policies and use or incorporate metal, rock, and rap genres in their music.  In the 

underground, traditional Persian music is fused with blues in works of Namjoo and with 

rock in work of O-Hum.  The growth of this genre is a result of the popularity of 

traditional music and its dominance in the public sphere, yet it is also despite Ershad’s 

regulations on mixing musical styles.  Rock music has grown from being a genre of 

music covered by young musicians to containing original music that includes elements of 

Persian culture and music however it has lost its dominance due to the growth of rap.  
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While other musical styles require heavy and expensive instruments, rap relies on simple 

electronic beats and the artists’ ability to rhyme.  Similar to rock, rap artists started with 

copying the beats of Western rap, however, young Iranian rappers like Hichkas and Yas 

are now creating original beats and some are incorporating traditional Persian music in 

their works.        

 Following the division model used in the third chapter, underground music was 

categorized by lyrical content into four categories of ‘Traditionalist’, ‘Religious’, 

‘Unattached/Entertainment’, and ‘Engaged’.  This analysis showed that the lyrics of 

artists in the underground sphere are more engaged with the society than those in the 

authorized music sphere.   The lyrical content of the underground music includes the 

popular theme of love songs similar to the authorized music in works of Rezaya and 

Mohsen Yeganeh, but it goes beyond in breaking social taboos and speaks of nightlife, 

parties, and sex as shown in Zed Bazi’s song, “Berim Faza” (Let’s Get High).  Pop and 

rap artists both have taken up this theme in their music and gone against Ershad’s policies 

on permitted lyrical content.  These lyrics paint an image of the Iranian society that is 

missing in the media in regards to youth popular culture and provide a text through which 

it can be observed.  Singing about their daily lives is not limited to nightlife, the 

underground artists also incorporate political events that affect the youth in Iran and use 

their music to respond.  In light of the threat of a possible U.S attack on Iran, these artists 

wrote songs that incite nationalist sentiments to unite the Iranian nation in addition to 

songs of resistance.  In their nationalist songs, as seen in works of Yas and Hichkas, they 

revive the memory of the Persian Empire and its ancient civilization that was suppressed 
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by the Islamic government in favor of an Islamic identity.  They also mix this discourse 

into their songs to resist the external threats and defend their country and right to a 

nuclear energy development.  This theme grew across genres and language spheres and 

dominated the underground music scene during the height of the political unrest.  In 

contrast to the rhetoric of an oppressed waiting to be freed, these texts mirror the voice of 

Iranian youth who compose the majority of Iran’s population and are sometimes in line 

with the Islamic government’s anti-West rhetoric.  Parallel in importance is the reflection 

of social issues in the underground music.  As seen in the third chapter, a few songs have 

surfaced in the authorized music that criticize contemporary Iranian society, equally this 

theme has surfaced in underground music.  On one hand, the socio-economical problems 

and on the other the daily events and celebrity news of the Iranian society affect the youth 

and subsequently find their way into the lyrics of these artists.   
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Appendix 1-1 

The Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance’s Application 
Permit for Distribution of Tape and CD (4 Pages) 
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Appendix 1-2 
The Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance’s Application  

Permit for a Public Performance (6 pages) 
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Appendix 2-1 
Song Title: “Amrica” (America) 

 
 
America America shame on your trickery 
Our youth’s blood is dripping from your 
fist 
Oppression in the world has grown from a 
spark to flame  
The safety of the world is upset 
The fire of your oppression has stricken the 
top of every harvest and heart of each 
garden with sorrow  
Your wealth and revenge has stabbed 
chests with mourning 
Your are a world thief and an evil 
oppressor  
A scorpion and a conniving fox 
Unkindness and oppression is in you 
Kindness and fidelity in not in you 
You have the poison of calamity  
and no purity 
There is no oppressor like you in all times 
The doer of all mutiny you have no peace 
 
America America shame on your trickery 
Our youth’s blood is dripping from your 
fist 
 
The whole world is caught in your wars 
The world’s ear is tired on your eerie drums 
You are the manifestation of devil 
You are the enemy of humans 
You are all evil the bounder of culture 
You are sinful and a destroyer 
World had darkened from your deceit  
You are the enemy of every nation, 
causer of every suffering  
You are the shadow of every fear 
The cause every nation’s sedition 
 Unkindness and oppression is in you 
Kindness and fidelity in not in you 
You have the poison of calamity  
and no purity 
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There is no oppressor like you in all times 
The doer of all revolts you have no mercy 
 
America America shame on your trickery 
Our youth’s blood is dripping from your 
fist 
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Appendix 2-2 
Song Title: “Khomeini Ey Imam” (Khomeini O Imam) 

 
 

 
Khomeini O Imam (2) 
O fighter O sign of honor 
O sacrificer of thine life for the Purpose 
 
For humankinds rescue in thine voice 
Death in the path of justice is thine pride 
This thou guardian of justice 
Thine will be fall of devils justice’s 
supporter 
 
[Chorus Start] 
Be thine voice to the path of justice come 
From us on thou Salute (2) 
 
Khomeini O Imam (2) 
O fighter O sign of honor 
O sacrificer of thine life for the Purpose 
[Chorus End] 
 
Moment by moment thine path 
Collide with unjustice 
The back of the devils crushed by thou 
The sound of thine victory for us 
Being brethren in shelter 
Protector of honor and religion and the 
book 
 
 
All of us be thine companions and helpers  
Thine supporters and thine brethren in 
shelter 
Thine struggles we sing daily 
This thou out patient leader 
 
By thou this guidance be every time 
O hostages, suffering ones, stand up 
Baring under fouls that life is over 
For the race of worldly enjoyers, slavery 
in over 
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Appendix 2-3 
Song Title: “Mola Ali Jan”  

Artist: Arian 
 
 
Our Beloved Master, Ali 
 
Ali, Ali, Ali, Ali 
Dear Ali, Ali (2) 
Our  Master, Ali 
Dear Ali, Ali (2) 
Our Master, Ali (2) 
 
Oh you who belong to heaven  
Tell me where are you from 
You are from a family up high belonging to 
the heaven 
To those who know you, you understand 
their pain 
Your color and smell is wonderful 
You have divine color 
You are the moon and the sun in the galaxy 
In all times, in every place 
You are the strong helper and supporter of 
the helpless 
You are pain reliever to the soul  
You calm down the soul 
 
Chorus 
O king of men, Ali the God knower,  
Our Beloved Master, Ali(2) 
 
For every weak person you are a helper and 
shelter 
You are the light in every darkness 
Light up my heart with a look 
You are the guide of those who have gone 
astray  
 
You are the light of the sun that shines up 
the world 
The best man of the mosque and battle field 
 
Chorus (women) 
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You bowed down to the laws of God 
So you could keep the verses of Quran 
alive (2) 
 
Chorus 
O king of men, Ali the God knower,  
Our Beloved Master, Ali(2) 
You have a beautiful character and you are 
a beautiful creation 
 
Now You are the king of the gardens in 
heaven  
In the end you wrote with your blood 
In the way of religion you sacrificed your 
life 
 
 
Chorus 
O king of men, Ali the God knower,  
Our Beloved Master, Ali(2) 
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Appendix 2-4 
Songe Title: “Setareh” (Star) 

Artists: Arian 
 
 
Star 
 
It was night and the star in the galaxy  
There was sorrow and a look towards the 
sky 
 
With tired eye and a broken heart 
 
Again his heart is full with complains 
Again he tells his sadness to the stars 
 
He’s impatient, he’s awaiting 
 
The nights together have past 
Anyone who left never returned 
 
Start O Star 
From up in the sky 
Say so the unkind people can hear 
Why should the ones who were our 
companions have to stay alone now 
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Appendix 2-5 
Song Title: “Loknat” (Stutter) 

Artist: Benyamin 
 

Stutter 

If I sometimes hold a grudge 
If I sometimes smile  
I want to say I love you 
I lose my wits 
 
I want to say you are my life 
My soul catches on fire 
I want to say I love you 
But my I stutter 
 
(Chorus x 2) 
If I don’t see you again I will die 
 
 
When I ate my word 
I was dying from your love 
When I was sowing my lips 
I was burning in your fire 
 
(Chorus x 2) 
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Appendix 2-6 
Song Title: Khatereha (Memories) 

Artist: Benyamin 
 
 
Memories 
 
I close my eyes and remember you 
Again they wave their hands 
They show you to me  
‘Cause I miss you  
I remember you 
 
The world doesn’t have one like you 
It doesn’t have an it can not bring one 
Hearts are all impatient or love 
But it is love that is impatient for you 
No one can, like you 
Can not read my heart 
Tell! Tell! Which street is it 
That can take me to you 
 

…No 
…the world doesn’t have one like you 
…the world doesn’t have one like you 
 
The world doesn’t have one like you 
It doesn’t have an it can not bring one 
Hearts are all impatient or love 
But it is love that is impatient for you 
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Appendix 2-7 
Song Title: Ey Iran (O Iran) 

 
Oh Iran, oh bejeweled land 
Oh, your soil is the wellspring of the arts 
Far from you may the thoughts of evil be 
May your lasting eternal be 
Oh enemy, if you are of stone, I am of iron 
May my life be sacrificed for my pure 
motherland 
Your love is my calling 
My thoughts are never far from you 
In your cause, when do our lives have 
value 
May the land of our Iran be eternal 
The stones of your mountain are jewels and 
pearls 
The soil of your valleys are better than gold 
When could I rid my heart of your 
affection 
Tell me, what will I do without your 
affection 
As long the turning of the earth and the 
cycling of the sky lasts 
The light of the Divine will always guide 
us 
Your love is my calling 
My thoughts are never far from you 
In your cause, when do our lives have 
value 
May the land of our Iran be eternal 
Iran oh my green paradise 
Lighted is my fate because of you 
If fire rains on my body 
Other than your love I will not cherish in 
my heart 
Your water, soil and love molded my clay 
If your love leaves my heart it will become 
barren 
Your love is my calling 
My thoughts are never far from you 
In your cause, when do our lives have 
value 
May the land of our Iran be eternal 
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Appendix 2-8 
Song Title: Vatanam 

Artist: Tehran’s Natinal Orchestra 
Words by: Bijan Taraqi 

 
 
 The immortal name of homeland 
 The hopeful morning of homeland 
 Show your face in the sky 
 Like the immortal sun 
 Oh homeland my life 
 My passion and my joy 
 Show your face in the sky 
 Like the immortal sun 
 listen to the pain of my words 
 I am your companion singer 
 All my body and soul 

 
My homeland, my homeland, 
My homeland, my homeland 
 Listen to the pain of my words 
 I am the nightingale of this garden 
 All my body and soul 

 
My homeland, my homeland,  
My homeland, my homeland 
 All with one name and symbol 
 With different colors and languages 
 All with one name and symbol 
 With different colors and languages 
 All happy and joyfully singing 
Because of the strength of young Iran 
 

ABو �� �1م ��و
 ABا%�6 و [�R 

 �A در ����ن �J� 
 ��ودان  % �Wه� 
 A% $,Lا7 ه ABو 
 A% $,L%��ر و � 
  >
 �ن در ����ن 
 ��ودان  % �Wه� 
 ���0 ��ز ���# 
 �= ه# �واز '� %�# 
 ه�= 7 ��ن و '�# 

Bو#�Bو #� 
 #�Bو #�Bو 
 ���0 ��ز ���# 
 #��> A� اK�1ا =� 
 ه�= 7 ��ن و '�# 

 #�Bو #�Bو 
#�Bو #�Bو 

  ه�= �� �V �1م و �01ن 
  �= '�Iوت ه ر1. و ز��ن 
  ه�= �� �V �1م و �01ن 
  �= '�Iوت ه ر1. و ز��ن 
 ه�= ��د و ��ش و �o1= ز�1ن 
ان ��ان � ز R-�� ا
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Appendix 2-9 
Song Title: “Iran” 

Artist: Arian 
 
Iran (6) 
 
The always eternal Iran 
Land of light and sea 
You are yourself a luminous mountain 
In the world’s treasure 
Your flag is a pride 
Up there in the clouds 
Those three pure and beautiful colors 
Will always stay with me 
 
Iran 
Wherever I am you are my only motherland 
Your love is the blood that runs through my 
veins 
 
I don’t want to be separated from you  
When I am far from here 
I cry in diaspora 
I remember all your beauty in my mind 
 
Iran (6) 
 
Story of Farhad and Shirin168 
Story of Siavash’s Love169 
Those heroes in love 
Rostam and Kaveh and Arash170 
Memory of jungle, memory of mountains 
Chehel Sotoun and Persepolis171 
The sea shore and the redness of the sunset 
 
Iran (7) 

)6(ا�$ان   
 

 ا�$ان ه��*� ��و�%
 �$ز
�1 �	ر و در��

4 �	ر�.	 &	دت �; �	  
� د��� �� = �	. 

�9$5� �; ا�N-2ر 
 اون ��� .	 اوج ا�$ه�
��	
 �
 1
 �� � ه��*

�Hر�' ��ب ز� � اون �
 

 ا�$ان
�!�� � و T� SI2 .	�� ه$ �� �

 �*V .	 &	ن .	 رگ ه�م
 

 ��� &	ام از .	 �%ا !�
 و@-� �� از ا� �� دورم

�$8� رو 
� ��رم  FG� 
مه�� @* :� ه�ت رو .	� ذه � 
� ��Wر  

 

)6(ا�$ان   
 

� 2$ه�د و !�1�$C@ 
� �*V ���وشC@ 

V!�� ده��$
 اون ا�$ 
 ر�-� و ��و4 و �رش
 ��د � :�، ��د �	4 ه�

%�*�� �N. ن و	9,� �- 
 ���0 در�� � �ر و �$&� 8$وب &	ر!�%

 
)7(ا�$ان   

 
 
 

                                                 
168 A famous love story in classical Persian poetry 
169 A famous love story in classical Persian poetry 
170 Names of three famous heroes in classical Persian poetry 
171 Two well known archeological sites in Iran 
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Appendix 2-10 
Song Title: Setaregan-e Parsi (Persian Stars) 

Artist: Nima Nakisa, Mehrdad Minavand, and Pejman 
 
Persian Stars 
 
Again an epic        
Again the champions 
Again in bliss 
The pure flag of Iran 
A green rectangular 
Square of ten heroes 
A brave man on the other side    
Strong in the stronghold 
Whispers of joy 
Feeling of hope and unity 
O our national team 
God be your protector 
 
The eyes of all Iran 
At the feet of the heroes 
People lets go  
In memory of those brave ones 
 
People’s good prayers 
For their hard work 
Revive again 
Love, battle, and scream 
Plant a goal again 
In these competitor’s end 
So that the world would tremble  
With the name of Iran 
 
 
Do something so it would be carved 
On today’s moments 
Iran always immortal  
Iran always victorious 
 
 
Attack, attack, Team Iran 
Strike a goal Strike a goal 
O champion   
 

 ���ر
�ن ��ر��
 

=���4 V� 
 دو��ر
 دو��ر
 C �ا1 �

 دو��ر
 در ا�3,4ظ  
ان �<# �C@ اC 

!�� � 26],L% V� 
 %�6ان د
 دSور

د در �ن ��% 6� V� 
  %HN# درون ��?

�C�H' 7 =%!%ز 
 g4 ا%�6 و و�4ت 

 �% $J% #6' 7ا 
 ��ا �0C و ��Cه�

 
ان � <0# '��م ا

6ان � 7�C ق�� =� 
��دان %� �,�ز% 

6ان�= ��د �ن Mد 
 

دم% 6� 7�Gد 
 1+ر '-ش '�� ��د

 ز�1
 ���6 دو��ر

��د  d0G و �1د و /
�� دو��ر
 �H� 2Kر

��Iن4 A� <�ب ا� 
زد J� ن� � =� �' 

ان� �� �1م د�A ا
 
 

 =� V4 =� �6�� 7ر�� 
 3NM= ه�7 ا%وز � 

��ان ه�06= ��و� ا
6وزC =06ان ه�� ا

 
 

ان � J�4 =J�4= '6# ا
 2K 2 �!نKن!� 
%�ن � rا�� 
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Appendix 2-11 
Song Title: Dahati (Villager) 

Artist: Shadmehr Aghili 
 
 

 
Villager 
 
 
 
Tell you simply, I’m a villager 
I’m a native of a near place 
Brightness’ neighbor; Darkness’ housemate 
Tell you simply, my body smells like grass 
I’m still the same villager  
with all my urbanization 
 
 
My garden didn’t have decorative flowers 
The noble horse of my village didn’t have 
expensive horse shoes 
 
But that same small room with its nice smell of 
plaster of straw and clay 
But those same few houses with its simple 
hearted people 
 
For me who haven’t seen my picture in the 
spring’s water 
For me who am urban, I have abandoned that 
atmosphere 
 
 
The world that visiting it unlike old days is not 
that far 
I know that the good world of simplicity does 
not need me anymore 
 
 
For me who haven’t seen my picture in the 
spring’s water 
For me who am urban, I have abandoned that 
atmosphere 
 

� ده�
 
 
 

 ��د4 �:� داه�.�� ��د4 �:� ��د4 �:�
 اه� ه��1 �?د�+��

 �����رو!ِ �	 ه��	Nر�+�� � ه��. 

�%4 . � ��	 ��د4 �:� ��د4 �:� \�� 
 ه 	ز ه�	ن داه�.��

$,! � !%��  ��� ه�
 
 

 1
 �%ا!� ز� -� �=[ ��غ L�$8 د4 
1
 �%ا!� @��-� ��3[ ا�L��� L د4 

 
 &	ب ��=�J ��� �	 .� د�	ار 9,�را
� ه�	ن 
� 9 %.�ا
� ه�	ن �	& J<دم ��د4 د$
 �� 

 
 
 

��	 ��$ا+� �� 1
  	. ��.%
 ب 9*�� �%�%م�
 
1 ��  ��$ا
 �$�%م از اون ه	ا دل!,$�� 
 
 

� د�%ن اون ��د���� 
 ���%@ �M
 � �%ار4 �را4 دراز ا=$ 9

 �

�ا � =�&	ب ��د �د��� دو�� �� د�:

1 ���ز � 4�%ار ��

 
 

��	 ��$ا+� �� 1
  	. ��.%
 ب 9*�� �%�%م�
 

1 ��  ��$ا
از اون ه	ا دل �$�%م!,$��   
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Appendix 2-12 
Song Title: “Eskenas” (Cash) 
Artist: Shahkar inesh-Pajouh 

 
 
Cash (Bill / Money) 
 
A wealthy person is powerful 
With wealth the old man’s heart is becomes 
young 
 
Money’s bed is made of swan’s feather 
Art’s bed is made of paper/carton 
 
A university professor’s salary 
Is little salary and little benefits 
 
People are poor and window shop 
 
Which person built a tower from being a 
poet? 
Which person became wealthy from poetry? 
 
From now on the father’s back will break 
under the high expences  
 
From now on the son will write 
Whoever gave bread will be father 
 
A wealthy person is powerful 
With wealth the old man’s heart is becomes 
young 
 
Coin money and cash is everyone’s cure 
Where is your house, what’s your car 
Education and knowledge is not important  
 
Money, cash 
 
Coin money and cash is everyone’s cure 
Where is your house, what’s your car 
Education and knowledge is not important  
 
These days whoever has money  

 ا����س
 

 .	ا�� �	د ه$ �� دارا �	د  
 ز ^$وت دل �5$ �$�� �	د

 
 

 5$ @	 �	د 5	ل را ر&� &	اب

I	ا �	د Jا�	& L&ه $ ر 

 
 ه�� �,� ا �-�د دا�*+4%

 I0 �?�*5	ق و 
?ا�� �	د
 

 �I2ن �,� 
$دم ز�%ان و >�Hس
 از �ن �	� و�-$�1 .��!� �	د

 
� �%ا
�a� 1 از !��$� �$ج ��&

دارا �	د �%ا
�a� 1 از !$3  
 

 از�a5 1 5%ر ز�$ &$ج =$ان �?ا�%

� �	د�
 �$ش ��ر 

 
�% د=$�	� �
 $�5 a5 1ا� 

� ��ن داد ���� �	د� a� ه$ �ن 
 

 .	ا�� �	د ه$ �� دارا �	د
 ز ^$وت دل �5$ �$�� �	د

 

�9ر4 ��ر �د
�س �+� و 5	ل و ا �+ �س  
��9 � �!�
� ات ���س �	& 

 2,� و !3	ر ��د ه	اس
 

...�س ا �+ ... 5	ل   
 

� و 5	ل و ا �+ �س �9ر4 ��ر �د
�س+� 
��9 � �!�
� ات ���س �	& 

 2,� و !3	ر ��د ه	اس
 

 .	 ا�1 روزا ه$ �� 5	ل دار4
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Has a gene in his lamp 
Anybody and nobody 
Has a paradise like villa 
100 educated people are his maids 
His wives are as young as his daughters 
He does what he wishes 
Doesn’t know how to sign, he puts his 
finger print as signature 
What’s your name? Jaber  
Are you literate? A bit 
Where is your house? Tajrish 
You have kids? Alot 
So you have a wife!  O yes 
You want more? I’m her servant 
What? I’m bald? I’ll have implants 
I’ll become beautiful and stylish 
I’ll put my hair in a pony tale 
I’ll wear straight and stretchy jeans 
I’ll go guitar classes 
I’ll learn how to play a famous song 
 
I have a great villa 
It’s in southern France it’s very unique 
It had sauna and a Jacuzzi  
It’s breezy during summers 
I’ll give you all I have 
What do you say? Congratulation?! 
 
Coin money and cash is everyone’s cure 
Where is your house, what’s your car 
Education and knowledge is not important  
 
Where is your house? Zaferanieh 
You have a dog? It’s name in bunny 
What’s your education? Masters 
My Papa has bought it from Bizence  
Your car? Oh, Elegance (Mercedes) 
 

Coin money and cash is everyone’s cure 
Where is your house, what’s your car 
Education and knowledge is not important  
 
I eat pizza and lasagna  

 .	 9$اغ ��دوش 8	ل دار4
� �	ر و ��b �� �	اد و ز!

� و>� و�[ دار4*,� �M
  
 d%ه� .��Cc �$د4 �	�$!1

 ز��ش �1 د&-$!1
�
V�3 و وارو 
� ز� 

�� ا
�fء ��% ��
 �
� ز� ���5 9; ه�ش ا�:*  
�9�؟ ���$ا ���  
�	اد دار�؟ ا���$   

J�$�. ات ���س؟ ��	& 
 J�	& $5 ا��ل دار�؟  

9� �	ر!�! a5 زن دار�  
 �*
��زم 
� &	ا�؟ �ر8 4[  

 �9؟ ��b�؟ 
� دم 
	 �+�ر4
' *@ ���& �! �
 h�. ش	& ،�! �
 �:!	& 

1 =���م رو � �H� دم دم ا �
 
� و . '!�	ار ��1 
� 5	!� را-�  


�$م �
 �[س =�-�ر 
� رم و �5ت 
� روز �$� �6$ ��د 
� =�$م� � ا=

 
�!$&� �� و�[ دارم �� د�:� 

�+. ���& a� � 	ب $2. 
 �	�� دار4 �� �+	ز�
��-	��ش �� &	�+��. 

 دار و �%ارم رو �5ت 
� ر�?م
�
� =�؟ 
�Hر��؟ 
�Hر� �9 � د�:

 
�9ر4 ��ر �د
�س ���� �+� و 5	ل و ا �+ �س  

��9 � �!�
� ات ���س �	& 
 2,� و !3	ر ��د ه	اس

 
�� ات ���س ز�6$ا���	& 
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a����9�؟ 2	ق >� �
%ر� 

a��5�5م &$�%4 از ��?ا 
a��:<ن؟ او4 ا	- �!�
 

 
�9ر4 ��ر �د
�س ���� �+� و 5	ل و ا �+ �س  

��9 � �!�
� ات ���س �	& 
 2,� و !3	ر ��د ه	اس
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� ز�� و �  

�-$و=��\ و �ب �I.$5لا ��\  
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Beef Stroganoff and orange juice  
I sometimes sing in the shower 
Like a jackal 
 
Papa says: you have a nice voice and  
There’s no space for your progress here 
No one appreciates you in this country 
No one with your talents stays in Iran 
If you give me the Ok, we’ll go to Venice 
for our honey moon 
If you say no I will put the knitting needle 
in the electricity plug 
If you don’t want to marry be I will kill 
myself with my mom’s pills 
Once a week I am at the hospital 
I’ll buy a few PhDs from abroad 
If your only problem is evidence for 
education 
I will spend all my dad’s money on you 
What else do you say? Congratulations?! 
 
Coin money and cash is everyone’s cure 
Where is your house, what’s your car 
Education and knowledge is not important  
 
Coin money and cash is everyone’s cure 
Where is your house, what’s your car 
Education and knowledge is not important 

��	& �
 =�ه� .	 �0	م �واز 

�G! �Mل � دور از �	�

 
�� d%ا� .	 &��� @* := �
 �5�5 �&� 
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��	
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�Hر��؟  �9 �!�ر��د�:  

 
�9ر4 ��ر �د
�س ���� �+� و 5	ل و ا �+ �س  

��9 � �!�
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��9 � �!�
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Appendix 2-13 
Song Title: “Eshq-e Khiabuni” (Street Love) 

Artist: Shahkar Binesh-Pajouh 
 
Street Love 

 

Two hours a day in front of the mirror, 
put/rubs unlimited gel [in his hair] 
He dresses up in style and comes in the 
street 
 
With a black Maxima with burgundy seats, 
sport rings and wide tires 
Cruises fast in Jordan172 Street  
 
Oops oops; the loud car stereo 
He puts sound system in his car and laughs 
hehehe 
 
He cruises up and down with Kambiz and 
Aydin 
He drives fast and pulls the hand break 
 
The minute he sees a checkpoint he dies 
from anxiety 
He becomes pale and swears it’s the last 
time 
 
At his home his dad eats free173 bread  
He stays on the phone till 4 am.; he doesn’t 
have anything to do 
 

He falls in love once a day  
he falls out of it  at the end 
He tell everyone that he will call for 
them174 in a spring day!  
 

Once a week he goes to northern Iran and is 

������� ��� 
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�6�� � +�
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 ��5 .�16 .� 9,�ر nHd ا�ف �&� &	ب
 

�*�
 V!�� � روز� �; د32
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 �&$ش ه� �2رق 

�� �; روز �,�ر� 
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�� و�[� ا�1 و اون و��><��! � ه6-� ا� �; د32

                                                 
172 Famous street in Tehran where the young cruise 
173 An expression of getting his food without any work 
174 Ask for their hand in marriage 
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an inconvenience at people’s villas 
Morning till night in Khezer Shahr175, 
without anything to do and a place to stay 

 
Morning till night at the hair dresser 
(Salon), till midnight at parties 
She put on a lot of make-up, she says how 
beautiful I am 

 
Gets food from outside, she would die if 
she didn’t eat pizza 
Lipstick and lip liner is more important 
than dinner 

 
Her role is the role of a doll between a 
bunch of young teenage boys;  
She wakes up one day that is too late 

 
 
She dies for a husband; she’s preoccupied 
with the color of nail polish;  
She wants a rich boy but she can’t find one 

 
A bunch of young hip and powerless guys  
come and gather around her and die for her 
but not really  

 
She acts as if she doesn’t know Persian 
(because) she went to Paris for a week or 
two 

 
She calls her father Papa because she went 
to Europe 
 She sits with a guy, her mom sees her; she 
gets nervous she says it’s my cousin 

 

Why is the girl crying? (because) she has 
been left behind the door tonight 
Her dad won’t let her in (because) he has 
heard some things 
 

 L! �. nHd .	 &?ر!,$ ا�ف و در�� در
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175 A famous city/area in northern Iran used for vacation 
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Appendix 2-14 
Song Title: “Dideh o Del” (Eye and Heart) 

Artist: Hichkas 
 
 
Eye and Heart  
 
Everything starts with when you see 
something and say that it’s what you saw in 
your dreams 
What helps you in getting what you wish 
for is money  
This is the state of being of us who saw 
everything 
Maybe we should close the eye, I guess we 
could 
But we have seen it and it’s too late 
And this is the world 
It says in the religion don’t get attached to 
material things 
My eye saw many things and got attached 
to them, It is not my fault  
This is the heart’s doing it’s not my song’s 
doing, it is the eye’s 
 
The dad wants to buy toys but there’s no 
money in his pocket 
He puts his hand on his son’s head and 
says: there will come one day that you will 
achieve whatever you want 
 
This is the reason for my rap 
I’m always in pain from my eye and this 
sickness that I have 
Know that this is the reason for my rap 
That if there were no eye the heart will 
remain clam 
We are victims of our eyes and this is 
proven 
 
(Chorus) 
Cry form seeing and wanting 
That whatever the eye sees, the heart wants 
I will make a dagger from steel 

 د��� و دل
 

وع 06%= �= '� <6!7 %$ �$�6 �ه�= <$ از او�91 
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I will strike my eye with it to set my heart 
free 
 
(English) 
I'm like the reed flute I tell a tale of 
separation / Let me explain the statement / 
That’s a reference to my mental state when/  
I see tragedies but feel no sensation / 
Desensitized by events in life is the obly 
explanation / No revelation, half of my lifes 
been sufferation / From the loss of loved 
ones to my peers incarceration /  
Sleepless nights I lay awake in 
contemplation / Debating the purpose of 
our existance and nature of our creation / 
Half the world caved in and gave in to 
Satan  / the other half still waiting on Angels 
to save them / Look deeper don’t believe in 
just the stereotype / God aint there in the 
sky, He's there in your mind / Heaven and 
Hell aint destinations, they’re there in your 
life  /To reach Heaven you go through Hell 
so prepare for the strife / They want me 
dead like Hallaj because I speak the whole 
truth / In 22 years I see more than I’m 
supposed to / From street wars we grew and 
reformed   / My people came together to 
work as one like 30 birds forming the 
Simorgh  / Don't get confused we're not just 
rappers / In the studio we don’t record 
tracks we perform Sama / Submerge the 
self and kill the Ego / Ultimate Jihad is 
against yourself not other people / 
 
(Chorus) 
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Appendix 2-15 
Song Title: “In Hossein Kist” (Who is this Hussein) 

Artist: Eyvan 
 
 
 
 
 
Who is this Hossein? The whole world is crazy about him 
What kind of light is he that attracts all 
Whenever I pass his face is manifested 
Whenever I look I see his gait 
The wayfarer is after his own salvation 
Signs of wailing are in his mourning house 
Empty your heart save for the love of Hossein 
Vows are sealed through him 
The sanctuary of the heart is his abode 
A world is lost in his absence 
All the hearts are mad about him 
Bodies burned, thirsting after him 
He is light that attracts all 
If there is talk of sadness and love 
Then there is his house 
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Appendix 2-16 
Song Title: Berim Faza (Let’s Get High) 

Artist: Zed Bazi 
 
 
Let’s Get High 
 
Lines of cocaine and ecstasy don’t act like 
you are too cool, so every one can get high 
like Sijal and Wilson and M J  
Don’t bring a negative vibe here, take some 
more acid if your highness goes away 
Let’s go to space 
 
5 years has past and I turned 20 but there’s 
no one her to discipline me 
Life goes on really mellow 
‘cause no one becomes disciplined over 
night 
We all live life and enjoy it and everyone 
has everything 
 

Till morning every one is drunk and awake 
I’m a little free (don’t have anything to do) 
Come girly put a light for my cigarette  
You are invited to a party in Fereshteh 
On the road sign it’s written Shemshak 
 
Forget about the party in town we go out of 
town 
Drunk and high when we enter the door 
 
House is full of girl with earrings 
The girl likes the wetness of your kisses on 
her ears; Sijal has come and he wants to be 
in a good mood; The girl that I pick up has 
to have blond her on her ass 
 
You see Willy is yours tonight 
I’m busy I have time for you only 1 night 
I wanna go with you the two of us to 
Shemshak where people are thirsty till 4am. 
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You what is Willy thinking now 
He’s thinking how sexy your body is 
We sit in the car me and you, wow 
First gear, second gear, wow 
 
Lines of cocaine and ecstasy don’t act like 
you are too cool, so every one can get high 
like Sijal and Wilson and M J  
Don’t bring a negative vibe here, take some 
more acid if your highness goes away 
Let’s go to space 
I always want a girl with blond highlights 
But at a corner there was a girl with black 
hair 
She was looking like a black eyed gazelle 
I looked back in her eyes a lot 
I went to her she said follow me 
I followed her told her to take my number 
She said should I call you in the morning so 
you pick me up 
No ‘cause you’re going to wake up next to 
me 
 
Dance has not yet finished, she wants to sit 
next to me again 
Maybe this time she’ll get Sijal’s number 
 
She wants to get drunk purposefully  
I do it and say this is the way it is 
Girly I just want you between all those 
Now that the space between us is so small 
I’m with you 1 night don’t ask where I am 
till morning; don’t wait for me tomorrow 
with robe-de-chambre 
 
Everyone knows that I have cocaine 
I’ve given cocaine to all the girls here 
Let’s go to the room and see what a cock I 
have 
 
Yeah little kid there are heavy offences 
with Mj 
Who says anyone who does drugs is sad 
We sniff up the powder with our nostrils 
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We jump up and down like a crow 
  
I got drunk and drugged and screwed this 
chick 
Didn’t realize the girl I picked up was so 
young 
Anyway right when I put the girl on my 
cock 
To my bad luck the cops busted the party 
Now the cop is following me 
Willy is pushing the gas pedal in silver 
Roniz 
But we don’t have anything to do with 
them 
I want to show them all a place 
So towards the house Willy goes tailgating 
 
Lines of cocaine and ecstasy don’t act like 
you are too cool, so every one can get high 
like Sijal and Wilson and M J  
Don’t bring a negative vibe here, take some 
more acid if your highness goes away 
Let’s go to space 
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Appendix 2-17 
Song Title: “Hovit-e Man” (My Identity) 

Artist: Yas 
 
Listen. I want to tell you my intent  
They want to erase my identity 
The history of the land of the Aryans 
Is screaming until we come to it 
So now is the time for you to hear  
Iran is my land the  
The country which after 7000 years 
Is still standing 
And the hearts of Iranians – still like the sea 
Hear this, my fellow Iranian, from YAS 
I too for my land stand like a soldier 
Hold Iran like a gem in your hand and say 
My complaint will burst out like a shot 
Let's stand together and sing our anthem 
My sisters, my brothers, my fellow Iranians 
Iran's civilization is in danger 
All of us are soldiers beneath our flag 
We won't let anyone spread lies about us 
For us Iranians it is our calling  
That we wear the symbol of 'Farvahar' around our necks  
Our unity against an enemy is the cause of their distress 
Iran's name for us is an honor 
And our respect for her is like a thorn in eye for those who want to injure her  
 
CHORUS: 
 
Like the thirst of a seed [wheat] for water 
Like the dampness of rain, the smell of earth 
Like you, pure eyes, like the feeling of its earth, for you 
My land. Singing for you is in my heart 
Singing of my land, is my feeling 
My love - the earth of this land  
Iraaaan. 
 
You want to say that we came from generations of Barbarians? 
So take a look then to Takht Jamshid! 
You're showing Iran's name in vein 
So yours could be written big on a cover of a CD [DVD}? 
I'm writing down your intentions in my book 
I know why you wrote this film "300" 
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I know that your heart is made of stone and lead 
Instead of using your art to make a culture of peace 
In this sensitive air and bad atmosphere 
You want to start fishing in dirty waters [profiting] 
But this I tell you in its original language 
Iran will never be spoiled and surrendered 
God has given you two eyes to see 
Take a look and read the books written by  
Saadi and Ibn-e-Sina, Ferdosi, Khayam or Molana Rumi 
Always throughout history we were the start [on top] 
But now YAS can't sit down quietly 
Let Iran's name be marred by a few tricksters 
I'll shred your intentions with the "razor of hope" 
Who are YOU to speak of the history of Iran? 
 
- CHORUS - 
 
It was Cyrus The Great that started the peace 
Freeing the Jewish from the grip of Babylon 
Cyrus The Great wrote the first bill of human rights 
That is why I carry my esteem and great pride  
For my Iran. The history of my land 
For the earth of this land which my body is from  
Whatever part of the world you live my fellow Iranian 
And till your blood flows through you 
Don't allow yourself to be satisfied 
That anyone can fool around with your heritage  
The history of Iran is my identity 
Iran – protecting your name is my good intent 
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Appendix 2-18 
Song Title: “Vatan Parast” (Patriot) 
Artist: Hichkas Featuring Reveal 

 
Oath, Oath on the clean blood of Siavash 
On the name of Iran and its land 
That I will give my life for this land 
 
Now it’s a cat it used to be a tiger 
With what grandeur, this tiger was 
stretched from west to east 
 
Land of civilization in right here 
You want a patriot and here I am 
I’m not alone there are many like me 
They will take my place when I’m not here  
 
There are 70mil. men, women and children 
They’re alert so no one steals the pride and 
the flag doesn’t come down 
 
We are paying close attention 
The result is that Iran’s enemy should be 
foolish because this land has true devotees 
everywhere 
  
This is the truth, the Book of Kings is a 
myth; the example is the 8 years of war 
The red color on the flag is our blood 
For this land our lives are given as a 
present 
 
Oath, Oath on the clean blood of Siavash 
On the name of Iran and its land 
That I will give my life for this land 
 
Hassan-eh Sabbah, golden dagger through 
your black heart / You act hard but when its 
time for war will you stand fast? / Persian 
blood in my veins I live and die for Iran/ If 
its war I take up arms and fight for Iran / 
For centuries we went in peace but they 
wont let us be / Now they're telling me we 
ain’t allowed to have nuclear energy / 
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Them bredders are Devil-breed so we see 
them as enemies / They'd rather see us rest 
in pieces than see us progress in peace / 
They must be sniffing on an ounce of 
powder / Label us as terrorists when 
everyone knows that Bush knocked down 
the towers! / They just a bunch of clowns 
and cowards out for power 
They try to hold the truth down and shroud 
it but know they’re outed / We won’t allow 
them to kill my people / usually good 
hearted and peaceful but now I’m evil / 
Couldn't imagine killing for a better cause 
/And I’m just speaking my mind, please 
don’t arrest me under your terror 
 
Oath, Oath on the clean blood of Siavash 
On the name of Iran and its land 
That I will give my life for this land 
 
If I were left alone with a grave stone under 
the ground, is better than to be scared and 
in hiding  
 
Their excuse now is the nuclear energy 
Say why you have nuclear weapon yourself 
Occupying Iran is not easy 
There’s no doubt in your fear 
 
Let me say it in English it might b better 
That’s why we should give the microphone 
to Mehrak 
 
If it's war then you see us on the frontline / 
This is more than London gun crime, only 
wish I could give more than 1 life / A lot of 
sons are gonna die, and mums gonna cry / 
We can war until the sun gets scared and 
runs from the sky  / So run for your life, 
either armed with a gun or a knife / Even if 
we’re empty handed never run from a fight 
/ Defend Iran as long as the earth’s 
spinning / If u ain’t got nothing to die for 
then your life ain’t worth living 
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Appendix 2-19 
Song Title: “Ba Ham” (Together) 

Artist: Hichkas 
 
Everyone hand in hand, flag up 
Hand in hand, flag up 
Let’s put our hands in each other’s hands 
and plant the flag up high 
Now it’s a cat, it used to be a tiger 
 
I wanna tell you something, everyone listen 
Let’s migrate from reality to dreams a bit 
I wanna tell you real supported stories 
Germany was destroyed in WWII 
Now it’s year 1384 
Look at how Germany is today 
There’s no evidence of the city that was 
destroyed or the skulls that decayed under 
shells 
 
‘Cause they all became one with one another 
Helped each other and there were no 
obstinateness  
They built a gem, let’s be honest 
Let’s give heart to work and ear to the word 
Let’s all with each other’s help, put brick on 
brick  
Until we can write this at the top of the list 
 
Large world museums are telling about our 
civilization; this is a sign of our exceeding 
transformation/advancement 
 
If it’s a cat now, it used to be tiger 
With what a presence it was from west to 
east 
Let’s give this cat power together 
And hasten the arrival to the top of the list 
 
Everyone hand in hand, flag up 
Hand in hand, flag up 
Put hand in hand and plant the flag up high 
Now it’s a cat, it used to be a tiger 
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We are from that same blood and vein, we 
are form that same race  
Let’s go towards compatibility if you want 
It’s shameful if we remain quiet  
It’s shameful to see, observe and be quiet 
when the name of Iran is in the middle 
  
Let’s all together work with the experience 
of the past and the knowledge of today 
Let’s form a mountain together 
Let’s give this three colored flag a soul 
Let’s take this flag to the mountain top hand 
in hand 
We must break all the hindrances with hand 
Now what’s the decision? It’s our rights 
We won’t let just anyone come to power 
My choice between bad and worst is bad 
This is my opinion whether is good or bad 
 
Everyone hand in hand, flag up 
Hand in hand, flag up 
Put hand in hand and plant the flag up high 
Now it’s a cat, it used to be a tiger 
 
 

 
 %� از ه��ن رگ و ��61# %� از ه��ن Q1اد

�# �= ��7 ��زK�1$ اK= دM,�ن ���اد� 
 #6��� ���� =� =Kا 
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��M�9�  =�6 دار
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#6��� ���� ،#6�� 
�?1 #6�6�� �% 

 
�6�A ه�= �� ه# ��ر� 
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 JG# �4ل+K =�9' 
#��� 
�� V� 26H0' =?� ��6 �� ه# د

#�<# �= ر1. %� �V روح ��C A� �= ا
�# �J= د�� �= د��<# رو ��C A� ��6 ا
�LH��� ه<$ x1�% ه�L �� د�� �� 

 
d4 ا1,��ب <6=؟ S�4 ���%  
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�� =� �� =��� S�4 د�� A% 31 A� ا
  

S�� #>C ه�= د�� '� د�� 
 S�� #>C د�� '� د�� 

#�<# رو اون ���H� SرC #� د�� '� د�� ه# �!ار

�= اس �= و�,$ �� ��دK نsا 
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Appendix 2-20 
Song Title: “Enrgy-e Hasteh-I” (Nuclear Energy) 

Artist: 0111 
 
Iran (3)  
Nuclear energy is the indisputable right of 
the Iranian people 
The enemies have made plans for our oil 
Let them know that they can’t do anything 
If they come into our land, they will lose 
Iranian people have prejudice  

 
We are ready and prepared to fight till 
death for our homeland 
In our veins runs the braveness of the 
martyrs and that’s why we stand in front of 
RPG 
Iran, I love you 
Iran, my country, you are my life 
My land, all your people, like soldiers 
Sing these lines in chorus for the world 

 
They put sanctions on Iran 
What do they want to prove? 
Have you forgotten the 8 years of war 
between Iran and Iraq where all of you lost  
Now look at me I wanna talk about the US 
What do you want from us? 
If you have the gut , come in our land 
We will kill you for it to be lesson for 
others 
You are a bunch of nobodies  
And that’s why **** is expensive 
I’m not finished talking so stay here 
If you want, O compatriot, sing this song 
with us 
We have the Aryan parliament from before 
So we should start doing something  
One hand does not make noise lets become 
a hundred hand, hundred hands are not 
enough let’s all come together 
O compatriot let’s break free form the devil 
Let’s become one and let out the cry of 
freedom from everywhere 

ان� )3(  ا
A6%ان ز�دم ا% #JL% d4 7ا =,Lژ7 ه ا1

 
A6�� دن د��� � وا�= I1,��ن �

D6C ن �+ار ��وA1 ه6} ��ر$�1 7 �
D6� A��V روز ��6ن '� �����ن %$  Kا 

ان >6ت دارن�دم ا% 
 

 �%�د
 و �Kش �= ز1?#6 
گ %$ ��?#6% �4 �' ABوا�= ��@ و 

$96L� �%� � '� رگ ه�%�ن ��ر7 
 RPGه�A6 ه# وا7 %$ ا��J� #6,L  وا�=

 
ان '� رو دو�� دارم� ا

A% $K�1و ز $,Lان ��0رم '� ا7 '��م ه� ا
2 ���زنt% �%د ��@ %A '��م %

A1�� $% �61رو وا�= '��م د � ����R Vا ا 
 

A�� $% #�N' ان رو� �7 ا
A�� ���E رو %$ ��ان $> =�� 

 ��ل د/�ع  8��د'�ن �L61 اون 
 V' V' ��� ر�,�K =� �6ه�= 

�H�1?�
 %$ ��ام �?# از �% ��% S�4 
 ��= <$ %$ ��ا7 از ��ن %�

ات دار7 ��6 '� �����ن � =K� 
ون?�ت د�G =ات %$ ��6# وا� =JI1 �� A6ه� 

��K �0% Vو<ون  �6,Lه ��� 
ون*****وا�= ه�A6 ه# K ا�� 

4/ �م ه��ز '��م �01
 gC ا���9 ���ن 
 � A �ه�. رو �� %� ���ناK= ��ا�,$ ا7 ه# وAB ا
 

�$ رو���,= دار�# gJ9% �ر+K از �% 
وع ��#6 �V ��ره��$ رو��� ��,S�� A6 �!61# و �� gC 

�V د�� �Rا �1ار
 ��R �6 د�� �#60 
 

 �R د�� ��= ��6 �� ه# �#60
AB�6 ه��� =,IK $L� �' =��  ره� �60# از <�?�ل

A�� اه
��R Vا #6 �#60�� x�� �0 ه�%�ن رو% 

��د/ �9� �# از ه��  �زاد7 رو �
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If you are sitting quiet, come join us 
Put your hands up and sing this prayer: 

 
Long live the name of Iran 
O my Iran 
 I’m with you Iran 
 
I am with you until death  
I love you O my Iran 
Your people are soldiers 
In their heart their’s faith 
Your martyrs, their cry has been echoed in 
the world 
I said all these things to make you 
understand that Iranians are not afraid of 
what may happen tomorrow 
I said one time I say it again, nuclear 
energy is our right 
We will bring out the Iranian flag in the 
world  
We will fight for our rights until death 
We will write our destiny with our own 
hands 
I spoke to you honestly 
Let me say this at the end that nuclear 
energy is our right 
 

�% x�� �6� gC $,L01 ���� =Kا 
 :���ان ا�A د�G د�,�'� ����S و

 
ان� '� ا�� ز�1
 ��دا ا�# ا

ان�ا1# ا� ا7 ا
ان� �� '� هL,# ا

 
#,L7 ��ن �� '� ه�C �' 
ا#1� دو�,� دارم ا7 ا

د�1�% ���ز%  
 در ��0�Jن ا���ن

 A��6
 در اW6C ن����د د�61� �6ا�1 /
 

=� �6M�4 �' #,IK ه� رو A� ه�= ا
=�دا <$ %$ / =H��ان ���$ �1ارن از ا�دم ا% 

 
���% d4 7ا =,Lژ7 ه�V ��ر IK,# ��زم %$ K# ا1 

 
ان رو در %�6ر�# '� � �ن �<# اC 

 
 از ����54ن د/�ع %$ ��7�C �' #6 ��ن  

�1�,��ن رو ر�# %$ ز61# �� د�� ��د%�ن� 
 

 �ن ر@ و را��4ف ه�%� زدم � ,
���% d4 7ا =,Lژ7 ه.ا�A ه# �?# در �� �= ا1  
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Appendix 2-21 
Song Title: “Amadeh” (Ready) 

Artist: Zed Bazi 
 
 
Ready 
 
We Iranians are warriors 
We won’t let the enemy to enter our 
borders 
Warriors of mountain and desert 
Are unbeatable in heat and in cold 
There are a lot of soldiers 
The country won’t be destroyed by 
strangers 
If the enemy comes they will destroy him 
Don’t think wrong of my words 
We Iranians are all patriots 
We saw eight years of “holy war” 
If you come now there are still loaders and 
riffles  
 
We are not afraid of a louder bomb 
Our faith is a killing weapon for you 
We will simply become united and 
mobilized from different areas 
We will low up the enemy of this soil 
‘Cause Iran belongs to this nation 
 
O army of “the last Imam” be ready 
For an relenting war be ready (2) 
 

You talk about an attack on Iran 
If I see you I will smash your head in the 
wall 
You want to come from America 
To start a war in Asia 
Killing people like Nazis in enough 
You’re unaware of the hunger in Africa 
Why you don’t help is needed places 
Just because they don’t have oil wells 
If you come from Afghanistan 
You’ll die before you reach Mashhad 

 ���د�
 

��زه�7 � %�ن� #�ا1$ ا� %�ه� ا
 �1$ ذار�# د��A �0= وارد %ز %�

 
ا��?�9ه�7 NR و ��
 ود �� 

 �%%� و '� �K �' ن�+C�1 �LH� 

��ز �6Cد�  
 ز��د

ا1= ��0ر �= د�� �6?�1=��= و $�1 
 

D1�K $% �6دش� A�� د 
�J< #/�= و�� از 4 $�H1 H/ 

��C AB6# و,Lا1$ ه� ه���ن ه� %� ا
�# '�7 د/�ع %�5س�� ه�0 ��ل ��. د
.�I' �0ب و� C ه��ز A� اsن ه# ��6

 
 

 $�1'��J� 7ا�R �� $��� 6# از�' 
 ا�����1ن �ا7 ��� R-ح ���0
 اس

�N,% #6� $% #9L�% �6 وL� $Kه�?$ �= ��د 
9I�% �% #6�� $% رو @�� A� از �51ط %�,OJ د ��A ا

 
ان %,dJ8 �= ا�A ا%� � <�ن ا
 
 4�R_ ز%�ن �%�د
 ��ش �%�د
 ��ش{H0M 7ا 

 �1رد7 �$ ا%�ن �%�د
 ��ش �%�د
 ��ش �{)2( 
 
 

ان� ه���NR $�� $% D از J�4= �= ا
���6 %$ ����#1 �ت �= د��ار�� 

 
�H���� از �% A��6� A� %$ ��ا
�6� � �' S�4 A� ��. را
 ���از

 �دم �0$ د�?= �2t% =L �1ز7 ه�
�5�/� OZ1 A�0K ه��ز A� �1ار�� 

�LC 77 ��ه��' A6�� $�1 �%�� ا> 
�I1 7ه� 
5� او�1 �1ارن <�/ =H1�> 

K0$ا�H0M A6�� ن�,L1�o/از ا = 
A60� � 0% وارد =H���A ��2 از ا6% $% 
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You won’t even have time to say a prayer 
Be fearful of us ‘cause we’re warriors 
When there’s talk of war we are there 
Cause between you and us we are the men 
Enemies, know that we don’t have any fear 
So don’t play with our nerves 

 
O army of “the last Imam” be ready 
For an relenting war be ready (2) 
 

A6?� � ���� ا  $,4 A� و�� �1ار
#��A6 از %� <�ن %� ��?��
 ا,� 

� و�,$ 4ف ��. %$ �د %� هL,6# و�
�5/ #�د% �% ��� <�A6� =H1 %� و 
#�س �1ار' �% =� A61ه� ��و A�� د

A� gC اR- رو ا����ZGن د�� 1+ار
 
 4�R_ ز%�ن �%�د
 ��ش �%�د
 ��ش{ H0M 7ا 

 �1رد7 �$ ا%�ن �%�د
 ��ش �%�د
 ��ش �{)2 
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Appendix 2-22 
Song Title: “My Sweet Little Terrorist Song” 

Artist: 127 
 
 
My Sweet Little Terrorist Song 
 
I’m detained 
Captured, in framed 
I’m detained 
 
And I destroy, I deny 
A monogyny crime 
It’s just about how I’m defined 
 
And I’m a walking weapon 
Don’t touch me ‘cause it just might broke 
 
Legally I’m no body when I cross the border I’m somebody Me 
My international rights are some politician’s thoughts 
I’m just a dream  
When I turn to this microphone I scream 
 
I just wanna watch Dylan play live 
I won’t fly into pentagon alive 
 
And if they catch me on a plain from Amsterdam 
Believe it’s not for a political crime 
 
I’m a living catastrophe 
Look how important I’ve become 
 
And my brother in Palestine 
He’s even 10 times more strong 
But when they went to Afghanistan or fight to flee Iraq 
 
When it bloomed in Japan 
And all those years of Vietnam 
I wasn’t even born 
This miserable world 
 
Appear on the TV shows 
Like creatures from another planet 
If they ever knock on my door 
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Is just for the oil of mister 
Left from my ancient parents 
 
I’ve got my friend in California 
I die to see her but I can’t 
And my sweet cousin in Paris 
Believe me she just wasn’t to show me around 
 
But I’m detained, in framed 
I’m detained 
 
From the axis of evil 
I’m the white head of the devil 
 
I’m a terrorist though I haven’t killed anyone yet 
I’m a suicidal bomb 
Be careful I might go off at the end of this song! 
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Appendix 2-23 
Song Title: “Donya-ye Bi Rahm” (Merciless World) 

Artist: Yas 
 
Merciless World  
 
So much left in my heart to say 
My voice reaches you each time with a 
song 
You probably complain to me: 
Why in your songs you complain of a 100 
things? 
The truth is bitter my brother and my sister 
But the truth is all I'm left with  
Wish you could see the roots and me only 
the hair  
But you see only what’s in front of you  
and me beyond it 
Islam says keep peace near and conflict 
away 
Islam never said to say Allah o Akbar (God 
is great) and decapitate 
Islam says end all your wars 
It never said to bomb the towers and the 
Pentagon 
And Moses never said to stand over a 
praying man and pull the trigger 
From young and old, babies in need of 
diapers and mother’s milk  
Why does it rain missiles and bullets on 
them?  
Sounds of tanks, missiles and screams 
everywhere 
Sends a message of a war unfair 
From one side of the world to the next 
Everyone now involved, brothers against 
sisters 
All taken in by an enemy getting torn apart 
They have no one all helpless 
They're starving as the enemies get stronger 
Dear God come down and save us they're 
all killing each other!!! 
Chorus:  
Yes, we are all sinners but tell me God – 

�� د! �� �� ر
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who do we have but you? 
We owe you so much more than this but 
know that we still have the faith in you 
My destiny and all your children, your 
place is in our hearts 
Forgive us for all that we do leave that to 
our own pain 
 
Those who didn’t believe in you, have 
fallen under the doves wing  
Those who stood in front of the firing 
squad  
it melts my heart – like the iron smelt 
See how a ruler of a country caused an  
attack by another evil? 
He found a rat hole for himself to hide in  
Now a million people dressed in black 
 
Remember the father and his son cowering 
by the wall?  
Tears falling, holding his son  
bullets everywhere.  
In an instant, fear aside, he begged for 
mercy, screaming: 
I come in peace. This is my son! Can’t you 
see? Listen to me! 
The little angel crying, scared to death hung 
to dad for his dear life 
But I couldn’t hear him anymore drowned 
in blood in daddy’s arm is all I saw 
 
(Chorus) 
 
 
 
 
 
But dear God now you listen to me. If I 
don’t talk to you then who else is there? 
All these folks are pushing their views by 
force on us.  
They rip away a life, is what they do. 
Then what in the end? Pick a number to see 
who goes next. 

 
#� از ا�A ه� �= '� ��ه�Hر,06� 
#� وO]M =� $M '� ه��ز ا%�6وار

�% _J� ه� ��7 '� در 
ورد�Kر %A و ���C 
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Forcing others towards their own opinion 
But heed my warning  
In the end, the conclusion is WWIII.  
 
But who suffers the most? It’s us.  
Whose eyes are covered in black smoke?  
And if again they get greedy, they will 
come after us.  
And so again our destiny is dark. 
However much we talk of power and might 
(military) 
None can stop the speed of a bullet 
War is war, this is clear 
Again like the 8 years of war (Iran-Iraq) 
more martyrs will appear. 
My heart aches for your tear filled eyes.  
I know you dream of a safe and secure 
world. 
Till the day I die I pray God to give me 
strength  
to fill the world with the scent of YAS 
(Jasmine flower) 
All enemies be humbled in front of YAS.  
This song gives me the sense of a new 
beginning. 
And so I sing it to you to the beat of NAS. 
 

 A% ان ه�0ار��G =� رو A� وM$ ���0 ا
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Appendix 2-24 
Song Title: Oon Manam (That’s Me) 

Artist:  Googoosh 
 
 
That’s Me  
 
He who all the clouds of the world  
Live in his eyes 
He’s compelled to smile 
But he’s full of tears 
He who is a stranger in his own city 
although friends with a world   
No one believed the bitter nostalgia in his 
voice 
That’s me, that’s me, that’s me 
I break my tears in my throat 
 
He who has a lot of stories oh his silent 
mouth 
His cry is kept in his chest and won’t let out 
Each one of his stories and each tear is long 
and the world his audience 
 
That’s me, that’s me, that’s me 
I break my tears in my throat 
 

 � اون ��
 
 ون آ= ه <$ ا� د�61سا

 ��1= دار
 '� <�0ش

���� 
 اون آ= �1<�ر


 ه�ش��� �� =�K �%ا 
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Appendix 2-25 
Song Title: “Man Kiam?” (Who am I?) 

Artist: 127 
 

Who am I? – 127 

I’ve spent many years studying art 
There’s nothing new and I’m tired of it 
 
I’ve performed in plays and seen things  
 
I sometimes played the role of Yusef  
and sometimes Farhad 
I’ve played roles of kings and shepherds  
 
I’ve directed and written stories 
I’ve been a prompter and sometimes in the 
makeup crew 
 
Who am I? what am I?  
who is he? what is this?  (2) 
 
 
I became a singer for a while among 
friends, I complained and poured out my 
heart  
 
I played Persian and western instruments 
I did whatever they asked me 
 
I wandered in each town and at night 
I slept with other artists on stage 
 
I spent all my life in this field 
Sometimes smiled and sometimes cried 
 
 
Who am I? what am I?  
who is he? what is this?  (2) 
 
 
Eventually I decided to release an album 
So I went to that place 
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They refused me 
I’ve been insulted and offended many times 
I’m not a clown O friends 
I’ve worked on this for many years 
 
My life was unstable from the beginning 
Like a worm I’ve been still for years 
wrapping around myself 
Be it so that those who deal unkindly with 
us be stuck in the same situation 
 
Since no one appreciates our hard work 
I’m fed up with culture and left the art 
centers 
Who am I? what am I?  
who is he? what is this?  (2) 
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Appendix 2-26 
Song Title: “Tirip-e Ma” (Our Way) 

Artist: Hichkas Featuring Reveal 
 
Our Way 
 
In the name of god who created life 
Who gave us the ability to speak 

 
The streets are familiar with us 
Our footsteps are permanent on them 
Who breathes or doesn’t is the way of life 
Kids are in the street but don’t stay long 
‘cause they know how dangerous is street 
life 
There’s no one to warn the kids 
 

Our footsteps are heavy when we walk 
We tell “the way we roll with our bro’s” 
Poniards on the waist, we sing this song 
God, let us live in this asphalted jungle 
Iron trees, human-like animals 
They make unlawful acts allowed in the 
streets 
 
Our kids are drunk like lovers 
The bodies are familiar with hardships 
My friends still have manners 
They recognize me  
I have a brother with wooden legs  
But he’s not from human kind 
The Aryan blood runs through my veins 
This meaning of life still exists 
 
I live an Iranian and die an Iranian 
At time of war I hold a weapon  
Poniards in hands, the poniard dance starts 
They dance drunk although there’s little 
excitement 
 
This is our way in the streets (2) 
 
Reveal n Hich kas large rhymers 

�� ��	� 
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Never thought id take Poison international 
like the S.A.R.S virus 
We start riots and fights with dark writings 
Sharp snipers that strike like charged 
lightning 
Born in Iran but raised in them London 
estates 
Seen it all from hustling eights to guns in 
my face 
Trust I ain’t comin on no thug tip 
But how u gonna claim u thug when u ain’t 
even heard a gun click? 
Let alone hear the sound of a bredder beatin 
repeated rounds in public 
We live by street morals and tough justice 
In London Double P's who I run with 
But in Tehran I’m rolling with them 021 
kids 
Never forget the love that I got for my 
London fam 
But understand its different when I’m 
rapping the motherland 
At the end of the day it’s the place I was 
born 
Martyrs from the war got their faces 
painted on the wall 
Here they fight with knives they don’t hold 
heat 
2 foot machetes make u look sheepish like 
Bo Peep 
Roll deep and even in Iran I move with 
road peeps 
Who keep their eyes open 24/7 and don’t 
sleep 
 
This is our way in the streets (2) 

 
During the day we make money,  
At night in the thought spending it 
We smoke water pipes morning till night,  
We’re not in the thought of quitting it 

 
Hustle all day long  
But night times we live it up 
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Smoke the Ghelyun pipe  
Without thinking of giving up 
 
Between the dealers staying alive needs a 
man 
A cold outcry comes out of my injured soul 
 
Realer than what you see on TV believe me 
Because surviving in a third world ghetto 
ain’t easy 
  
As long as Hich Kas in here, 021 in alive 
too 
You don’t know how useful he is in fights 
with the enemy 
 
Take you off road pronto 
As long as I’m alive I’m a represent Poison 
like skull n crossbones 
 
Our life/work is not foreseeable 
Winner or looser does not matter in our 
minds 
  
I went from Click-Clack to swinging a big 
axe 
And when I finish ain’t a single limb intact, 
Hich-Kas 
  
There many nice things said about death 
We are harmless thugs, our souls told us 
 
 
We cold n gritty, soldiers patrolling swiftly 
021 'cause that’s the code of the city 
 

 
This is our way in the streets (2) 
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Appendix 2-27 
Song Title: “Ye Mosht Sarbaz” (A Bunch of Soldiers) 

Artist: Hichkas 
 
 
A Bunch of Soldiers 
 
[Chorus Start] 
We’re a bunch of soldiers  
who put our lives in line 
The angel of death is down with us 
I want you to throw your hand high, higher 
Throw 021 up forever 
[Chorus End] 
 
I’m with a bunch of soldiers and  
Each of them have their own story  
Like “Tiripe Maa” I begin this verse in the name of God 
God is with us because we are ever thankful to Him in good times  
Yet also at times when we feel like cursing the world 
We are a bunch of soldiers with our lives on the line 
Angel of death is down with us 
We help each other even though are all in poverty 
Take a taste of my raps, they’re bitter aren’t they  
We’ve taken it to the limit and reached the point 
Where we’ve monopolized everyone to listen to our rap instead of the other side 
We are prepared to give our precious lives for four things 
God, our nation, our family and our friends 
We’ve stayed in the streets for four reasons 
First because we have no other choice or place to go 
The next reason is a sense of honor – bound duty 
The next reason is not appropriate to be mentioned here 
The fourth reason is a bit romantic 
The autumn leaves 
 
[Chorus] 
 
I don’t feel peace of mind I feel here anywhere else 
All the young ones are learning from us 
Learning that a true soldier doesn’t think of himself, they think of the future and 
tomorrow 
We’re a bunch of soldiers with masters degrees from the best university in Iran  
I mean the street not formal education 
I chose the pavement over a school chair 
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Remember to try to be different to us in this respect We also made mistakes 
However, in any situation we find ourselves 
We build and make progress 
In our journey many tears and blood will be shed  
Bu tin the face of hopelessness and loss of faith 
We are the trees that will not be swayed 
We stand firm 
We do not even fear the axe 
Not even a bit 
Let them know we are prepared for war if they force us 
 
[Chorus] 
 
The flag is at full mast never doubt that  
Don’t even worry my friend no reason to fear 
We’re a bunch of soldiers used to be more 
Take my world I’m not one to joke around 
Many of our friends are no longer with us 
This new year our thoughts will be with you 
I want the martyrs to know that if we are keeping it real  
It is due to their blood that was spilled on the ground for us 
All the people keeping it real 
Know that the flag is flying high 
If you are a real man then we are with you 
I pray for the world to be secure and peaceful, Amen 
We have felt enough fire 
I hope the day that we are all safe and secure comes quicker 
So that we may all be happy together 
Don’t stand still because  
 
[Chorus] 
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Appendix 2-28 
Song Title: “Ekhtelaf” (Difference) 

Artist: Hichkas 
 
 
Here is Tehran, a city that 
Whatever you see in it causes a provocation  
Provoking your soul to the garbage bin 
You understand that your are not human you 
were just garbage 
 
Here everyone’s a wolf, you wanna be like a 
sheep; let me open you eyes a bit 
 
Here in Tehran, it’s not a joke 
There are no flowers and popsicles 
 
Here is a jungle, eat before you get eaten 
Here half believe they’ve been deprived half 
are wild 
 
Social class difference creates injustice 
Injures and sickens the people’s souls 
  
All are next to each other, the poor and the 
rich in a taxi; all of them want to get out of 
the pay 
 
Truth is clear don’t try to ignore it 
I make it clearer to stay and listen 
 
God get up I’ve been wanting to talk to you 
God get up don’t get upset at me so fast 
 
What have you seen I just started 
God get up, I’m garbage and want to talk to 
you 
 
 
The homeless and his _______ 
__________________________ 
 
I, you and he were all from one drop 
Now see how far we are from each other 
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The reason for earth’s rotation is not gravity 
It’s money that rotates the world interesting! 
There days money is first then God 
________________________ 
 
The kid wants to play with an orphan but dad 
doesn’t allow it; the orphan’s clothes is dirty 
because he only has one 
 
We are all aware of these injustices 
But not even an angel comes here 
 
Not until we annihilate in all these 
misfortunes; but we don’t want help, death is 
enough for us 
 
The sick man understood my words 
Come back, I haven’t finishes my words  
 
God get up I’ve been wanting to talk to you 
God get up don’t get upset at me so fast 
 
What have you seen I just started 
God get up, I’m garbage and want to talk to 
you 
 
 
Have you ever fallen in love 
I wanna talk so you say it more boldly  
 
You tell yourself this is the historical love 
But your girls is with a rich boy, you’re 
dreaming 
 
Remember is good deed 
Forget about the ones around you 
 
Someone your age is driving a car 
God snickers at you 
 
You pray with a grudge that “I want to 
become rich, let go of the sense of being 
deprived” 
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Don’t pray they don’t/won’t understand 
You wanna sleep, have nightmares while 
you’re awake 
Let’s curse at this world together 
 
You must be blind not see the poverty 
everywhere; not see the prostitution in the 
street corners 
 
God get up a garbage has to talk to you 
Don’t tell me you’re also thinking about 
what has benefits 
 
God get up I’ve been wanting to talk to you 
God get up don’t get upset at me so fast 
 
What have you seen I just started 
God get up, I’m garbage and want to talk to 
you 
 
This our difference in the society 
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Appendix 2-29 
Song Title: “Sobh Shod” (It’s Moring) 

Artist: Kiosk 
 
It’s morning 
 
It is morning, we have to wake up   
It’s repetitious from the beginning  
I don’t have money and my account, like 
the promises, is empty 
 
Suspicion of a complot, Imaginary enemies 
To whose desire is this world? Psychotic 
people 
 

Trade of affection, a good income job 
An immaterial short cut, happy (up 
bringing) pills 
 
Equal points (draw) in soccer 
An excuse for dance and song 
They have entrusted the orphan asylum  
To the pedophiles  
 

Closed windows, digital loves 
Hearth of family, fugitive daughters 
 
Cultural media is full of advertisements 
Nobility and value of women, Default 
marriages 
 
The development elevator is stuck between 
levels/classes 
His fun and vacation abroad, his business in 
UAE 
 
Closure of the press in the age of 
communication 
The civil society in the dead-end of reforms 
 

Growth of population, excess of bread 
eaters  
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Combat with prostitution; street women 
 
Dialogue of civilizations (cultural dialogue) 
Escape of the brains (Fugitive brains)  
Mashhad’s Coca Cola, Economical boycott 
It’s morning, we have to wake up 
Wow, what a great weather 
Permitted temporary pollution 
Lives of the people are free 
 
They say a hopeless friend 
is worst than 100 enemies 
It’s a cool saying but  
it is a little repetitive 
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Appendix 2-30 
Song Title: “Mellat-e Sarfaraz” (Proud Nation) 

Artist: 127 
 
 
Proud Nation – 127 
 
This proud nation, exporter of gas 
Always changing sides 
Self-haters, foreigner lovers 
Betray their friends and follow the enemy 
World peace is blamed on these 2 words 
 
(Chorus) 
The sun rises in morning and sets at night 
Take your share and keep your head down 
Unfortunate if you run out of your stipend  
Get out of there if you are still sane 
 
Unemployed and a loot, with fluid 
economy 
A fight of ideologies, but we are fine 
 
Take all that you can don’t leave anything 
behind (2) 
 
(Chorus) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
But you are not sane 
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Appendix 2-31 
Song Title: “Roozmaregi” (Dailiness) 

Artist: Kiosk 
 
 
Dailiness 
 
Happiness means a fat man 
Bank account and a black car 
Marriage looks like a fat woman 
Good tasting food and full dowry 
 
Family means a few spoiled kids 
Traveling to northern Iran during weekends 
Love means your dad’s partner’s daughter 
When you got married come and take your 
share 
This is the meaning of dailiness 
We are lost in the meanders pf life 
 
Success means being accepted in 
Concour176  
Moving to Canada with bribe and money 
 
Fame means a picture and a signature 
By Mehran Modiri and Reza Golzar177 
 

News means old newspapers 
Shadmehr has left, Hedieh has married178 
 
Money means philosophy of existence  
If you have it you exist,  
If you don’t you never existed 
This is the meaning of dailiness 
We are lost in the blind road of life 
 
Recreation means a boring serial 
Street soccer and bad tasting sandwich 
O outcry from dailiness 
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Being occupied means cruising 
Going up in Shahrak down in Jordan179  
We are lost in the meanders of life 
 
Personality means your cellular phone 
Your home address or your pants’ brand 
Happiness means a fat man 
This is the meaning of dailiness 
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179 Two famous streets in Tehran 
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Appendix 2-32 
Song Title: “Zorba-ye Malayeri” (Zorba Malayeri Style) 

Artist: Kiosk 
 
 
Zorba Malayeri Style 
 
The night is tangles in your hair; the moon is humble next to you  
Stay here tonight it’s too late to leave 
Your voice is a song; your look is full of stars 
Wow, I really enjoyed myself; how poetic are my lies 
 
Our lives are of the same sort; like a bubble on water 
Full of empty full of nothing; distorted and unclear like a mirage 
 
To be alive means this; putting stereo system on car 
Where are you this weekend? Should we go to Shemshak or Dizin?180 
Partying night and day; day till night we’re on pills 
 
Daddy181 has your back; you’ll get whatever you want 
 
The secret of fountain of youth  
Is suction and lifting 
Beauty is only plastic surgery 
Manliness is based on figure and body building 
Does one become a man without tire and ring?! 
 
Only with money and appearance your work won’t be done 
A little bit of it has to do with your accent 
 
This way [singing with a western accent] it becomes foreign 
You’re here and there are fake; your eye color is in the color of color contacts 
Your destination doesn’t matter when you’re driving a Mercedes Benz! 
 
Buying and selling commodity/futures does not require education 
The best job in the world is to have a rich daddy  
Summers in Marmaris, winters at sky resorts 
life of others is not important for me 
From morning I’m thinking about where to go at night (where is the happening place) 
My hang out place is close, it’s the girls’ school 
                                                 
180 Shemshak and Dizin are two well-known ski resorts in Iran, close to Tehran.  Also they have become a 
place for the young to party away from the control of religious police.  
181 Many young Iranians rely on the wealth of their family and are not employed (not necessarily because of 
unemployment issues).  When one refers to this issue it is expressed as “daddy has your back.” 
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The secret of fountain of youth (youth elixir), with suction, with lifting 
Beauty is only this; plastic surgery 
Manliness is based on this; body figure and body building 
Does one become a man without tire and ring?! 
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Appendix 2-33 
Song Title: “Zolf” (Hair) 
Artist: Mohsen Namjoo 

 

Don’t let your hair with the wind blow, 
Else to the wind, caution I’ll throw. 
Don’t let foundations elegantly grow, 
Else my foundation will dissolve and go. 

Choose where you bestow thy grace, 
Else I’ll wallow in disgrace. 
When you are present in every place, 
Every place, my protests will face. 

The locks of your hair are curled like a 
chain, 
Enslaved to those locks, in chain I remain. 
When with your curls you entertain, 
Your curls will only drive me insane. 

Strangers do not befriend, 
Else I might be lost in the trend. 
Let not my rivals on you depend, 
This makes me sad, and will offend. 

Let your face color, your cheeks blush, 
Your beauty, the rose bud, aside brush; 
Let your stature rise up tall and lush, 
And the tallest cedars simply crush. 

Don’t become every room’s candle flame, 
Else my flames of jealousy can’t tame. 
Don’t treat every people the same, 
So that you may not forget my name. 

Don’t become known to all in this town, 
Else I’ll find the ocean, myself drown. 
Don’t keep me distant with your frown, 
Else I’ll tear to threads my shirt and gown. 

Have mercy upon me and compassion, 
Else hear the infamy of my passion. 
Hafiz will embrace your oppression, 
Was freed since enslaved in this fashion 
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Appendix 2-34 
Song title: “CD ro Beshkan” (Break the CD) 

Artist: Yas 
 
Break the CD 

 
No one said a girl alone in this busy city 
Among the immoral looks of dishonest 
people 
How she felt when all her dreams died 
And her reputation was destroyed 
No one understood how she felt when she 
saw her death  
Between the loud crowds no one heard her 
scream 
Know that these are not lies, this is true 
All of us have become dishonest 
We cause pain, we cause death 
Forget about the Iranian prejudice  
All theses talks became annoying and 
became a nightmare  
O Iranian girl your reputation is my 
reputation 
Why did you do something to make her 
welcome her death 
How could we play with a girl’s reputation 
She is depressed and alone 

 
God gave her tears at nights  
But now she cries morning and night 
And her tears have dried 
She says to God: O God please just tell me 
this a dream 
But it’s not a dream she was awake, she had 
become a toy in the hands of people 
She became sick of these wrong doings and 
lies, O god please help her from these evil 
plans 
Where has it gone, the prejudice of the 
people? The city has become full with 
dishonest people 
You haven’t lived through this but if it did 
you would say that this is the worst that 
could happen 
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But which one of us put ourselves in her 
shoes to see how she felt 
I wish YAS would’ve died and not see this 
day in which pride died with a dagger in 
someone’s hand  
We al helped him and will be with him in 
hell 
To the guy, how bad can you be?  
What you did was as bad as throwing acid 
on her face 
You who are ready to sacrifice yourself for 
Hussein182  
You who wear black during Moharram for 
Hussein 
Hussein said to be a good man 
Not to create a market for an unclean CD 
That girl worked alot to gain fame 
Let her enjoy it for a little while 
How fast did you accuse her  

 
Where has it gone, the prejudice of people 
in this busy city 
The city has become full dishonest people 
Don’t try to make excuses to clean your 
name 
You have a brain and you can control 
yourself  
But you sinned knowingly so sit and wait 
for God’s wrath 
But no, there’s always time 
Know that you can undo it 
We have to prevent further negative 
advertisement and try to better ourselves 
A true person with good attributes  
With mercy and truthful 
For those who are still thirsty for more 
I tell you don’t think twice, break the CD 
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